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THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES AND INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER**THE BOOK THAT
STARTED IT ALL, NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES**“Eerie, beautiful, and devastating.” —
Chicago Tribune“A stealthy hit with staying power. . . . thriller-like pacing.” —The New York
Times“Thirteen Reasons Why will leave you with chills long after you have finished reading.” —
Amber Gibson, NPR’s “All Things Considered”You can’t stop the future. You can’t rewind the
past.The only way to learn the secret . . . is to press play.Clay Jensen returns home from school
to find a strange package with his name on it lying on his porch. Inside he discovers several
cassette tapes recorded by Hannah Baker—his classmate and crush—who committed suicide
two weeks earlier. Hannah's voice tells him that there are thirteen reasons why she decided to
end her life. Clay is one of them. If he listens, he'll find out why. Clay spends the night
crisscrossing his town with Hannah as his guide. He becomes a firsthand witness to Hannah's
pain, and as he follows Hannah’s recorded words throughout his town, what he discovers
changes his life forever.Need to talk? Call 1-800-273-TALK (8255) anytime if you are in the
United States. It’s free and confidential.Find more resources at 13reasonswhy.info. Find out how
you can help someone in crisis at bethe1to.com.

From School Library JournalGrade 5-7-An interesting coming-of-age tale set among the
Sinagua people of pre-Columbian Arizona. Shadow is a resourceful and determined 13-year-old
girl who chafes at the gender-role typing of her culture. Convinced by dreams and a sort of
psychic connection that her twin brother Sun, on expedition with their father, is in danger, she
leaves their pueblo to find and rescue him. Along the way she uses both the "woman" skills
learned from her mother and the "man" skills acquired against taboo from her brother. Vick
grounds the story in archaeologically based information about daily life. Her writing style
sometimes lapses into melodrama ("Terror echoed through Shadow's 13-year-old body, setting
her heart racing"). Also troubling are Shadow's liberated ways. On the one hand, she is
believably eager to hide her forbidden skills from tribal adults; on the other, she will not curb her
desire to learn more. While such persons may have existed among the Sinagua and other ritually
defined peoples, one wonders if they ever received as much approval as Shadow does from her
father after she uses her knowledge to save his life. The climactic scene, in which a "demon"
mountain lion that has dogged them and Shadow's good luck "stone of courage" reveal
themselves as embodiments of the Sprits of Fear and of Courage, is also jarring and
unnecessarily didactic. Even so, Shadow's panache and the insightful look at ancient Native
American life make this a worthwhile, though flawed, purchase.Coop Renner, Coldwell
Elementary-Intermediate School, El Paso, TXCopyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Thirteen Reasons Why, winner ofAssociation of Booksellers for Children’s “Best
Books”American Library Association’s “Best Books for Young Adults” and “Quick Picks for
Reluctant Young Adult Readers”Heartland Award for Excellence in Young Adult LiteratureFlorida
Teens Read AwardCalifornia Book AwardKentucky Bluegrass AwardBarnes & Noble’s “Top 10
Best for Teens”Book Sense PickInternational Reading Association’s “Young Adults’
Choices”FinalistBorders Original Voices FinalistChicago Public Library’s “Best of the Best
Books”Kansas State Reading Circle’s “Recommended Reading List”New York Public Library’s
“Book for the Teen Age”16 State Award Master ListsPraise for Thirteen Reasons Why“Thirteen
Reasons Why is a mystery, eulogy, and ceremony. Twenty or thirty times, I snapped the book
shut when a sentence, an image, or a line of dialogue was too beautiful and painful. But I, afraid
and curious, would always return to this amazing book. I know, in years to come, I will often
return to this book.”—Sherman Alexie, author ofThe Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian“Every once in awhile you come across a book that you can’t get out of your mind, one you
have to rush back to if you must put it down for some reason. Jay Asher’s Thirteen Reasons Why
is one of those books, and is at the very top of my personal Must-Read list.”—Ellen Hopkins,
bestselling author ofTricks, Identical, Crank, Burned, Impulse, and Glass“Very clever premise,
strong voice, perfect suspense. This one will keep you reading. Jay Asher is a fine storyteller.”—
Chris Crutcher, author ofStaying Fate for Sarah Byrnes, Whale Talk, and Deadline“A spectacular
first novel. Jay Asher tells his story with such honesty and simplicity that the tragedy feels
shatteringly real.”—Gordon Korman, author ofSon of the Mob and Jake, Reinvented“It is a
brilliant debut that will leave readers feeling a sense of remorse for Hannah, guilt for Clay, and
hope for the lasting lesson of the story.”—Bookazine“Readers of Jay Asher’s debut novel for
teens, Thirteen Reasons Why, should be forewarned—never has a page-turner been so difficult
to read. This may sound like a criticism, but in fact it’s a compliment, for this is the story of a
suicide’s aftermath, and Asher’s ability to convey the anguish of someone who was left behind is
truly remarkable.”—Book Page“Thirteen Reasons Why, Jay Asher’s first novel, is eerie, beautiful,
and ultimately devastating.”—Chicago Tribune“Wonderfully realistic in his writing, Asher offers
teens and parents alike a great story on an important topic.”—Green Bay Press-
Gazette“[Hannah’s] pain is gut-wrenchingly palpable, and the reader is thrust face-first into a
world where everything is related, an intricate yet brutal tapestry of events, people and places.
Asher has created an entrancing character study and a riveting look into the psyche of someone
who would make this unfortunate choice. A brilliant and mesmerizing debut from a gifted new
author.”—Kirkus, starred review and Editor’s Choice“Heavy but compelling…Asher’s novel asks
us to look at how petty cruelty can deal crushing blows.”—Miami Herald“An honest and frank
book about a very sensitive subject, and one that deserves to find a wide readership.”—
Montgomery Advertiser“Thirteen Reasons Why will leave you with chills long after you have
finished reading.”—NPR“If you have the chance to only read one novel this year, Thirteen



Reasons Why should be that book. It’s sad, amazing, heartbreaking, and hopeful, all at the same
time.”—Teens Read Too (gold award), 5 stars“Readers won’t be able to pull themselves away. . . .
The author gets all the characters right. . . . Asher knows how to entertain an audience; this book
will leave readers eager to see what he does next.”—Publisher’s Weekly“The breakneck pace
and dizzying emotion are the true source of this novel’s irresistible readability at all levels.”—
School Library Journal“A stealthy hit with staying power . . . thrillerlike pacing.”—New York
Times“Compelling reading.”—BooklistWhat Readers Are Saying About Thirteen Reasons
Why“This book is amazing. It really spoke to my heart and opened my mind.”—Taylor“This was
the best book I have ever read. Thanks for making me a better person and for helping me
understand the way I affect other people’s lives.”—Jessie“The storyline is amazing. People ask
me why I would want to read a book about suicide and I always answer “it’s much more than
that.”—Avery“I think that more people should read this book. I read it during a time in my life
where I felt totally helpless. It helped me to realize that I should speak out. Thanks, Jay Asher. I
truly owe you!”—Sasha“This book is truly the best book I have read yet. It’s suspenseful,
mysterious, and has a hint of romance thrown in there as well. Very good storyline.”—Kaila“The
truth is that this book saved my life. It gave me the hope I needed to get where I am today. Thank
you so much. For everything.”—Anonymous“I have never read a book like this. Every single
minute of this book is suspenseful.”—Sharon“This book is truly amazing. My friends started
passing a copy of this book around and after we read it, we signed our name at the front and
wrote comments. I hope this book is passed on to young teens forever because it touched me
and I know it will touch others.”—Cat“I started reading this book in study hall and I could not put
it down. It makes you realize that your actions really do affect people and that all someone really
needs to do is care.”—Anonymous“Thank you for revealing what is really behind the masks that
we wear.”—Ellen“I’ve never felt so strongly for a character before. Bravo, Jay Asher. If you
wanted your readers to think about your book, to cry, to care about the characters, to be moved
and changed by it—you succeeded.”—Kayleigh“I’ve read this book twice, and it’s so amazing
and intense and raw. Everyone: every girl, every guy, every parent, I mean everyone has to read
it.”—Ema“There are very few books that can bring me to tears. This was one of them.”—Rozi“I
related to Hannah in many ways. I actually felt like I was in her shoes, experiencing everything
that happened to her. This book has inspired me to be a nicer person.”—Molly“This book is so
emotional: you can feel Hannah’s anger, frustration, and sadness as you listen to the tapes. I
couldn’t put it down.”—Madison“Your book made me pick up the phone and call a girl who I
knew for a fact was well on her way to meet your character Hannah’s fate and made her talk
everything out with me. Thank you for giving me the drive to help someone else.”—Anonymous“I
will remember this book forever.”—AmyWant to share YOUR thoughts on thebook? Go to topost
a comment!“Sir?” she repeats. “How soon do you want it to get there?”I rub two fingers, hard,
over my left eyebrow. The throbbing has become intense. “It doesn’t matter,” I say.The clerk takes
the package. The same shoebox that sat on my porch less than twenty-four hours ago;
rewrapped in a brown paper bag, sealed with clear packing tape, exactly as I had received it. But



now addressed with a new name. The next name on Hannah Baker’s list.“Baker’s dozen,” I
mumble. Then I feel disgusted for even noticing it.“Excuse me?”I shake my head. “How much is
it?”She places the box on a rubber pad, then punches a sequence on her keypad.I set my cup of
gas-station coffee on the counter and glance at the screen. I pull a few bills from my wallet, dig
some coins out of my pocket, and place my money on the counter.“I don’t think the coffee’s
kicked in yet,” she says. “You’re missing a dollar.”I hand over the extra dollar, then rub the sleep
from my eyes. The coffee’s lukewarm when I take a sip, making it harder to gulp down. But I need
to wake up somehow.Or maybe not. Maybe it’s best to get through the day half-asleep. Maybe
that’s the only way to get through today.“It should arrive at this address tomorrow,” she says.
“Maybe the day after tomorrow.” Then she drops the box into a cart behind her.I should have
waited till after school. I should have given Jenny one final day of peace.Though she doesn’t
deserve it.When she gets home tomorrow, or the next day, she’ll find a package on her doorstep.
Or if her mom or dad or someone else gets there first, maybe she’ll find it on her bed. And she’ll
be excited. I was excited. A package with no return address? Did they forget, or was it
intentional? Maybe from a secret admirer?“Do you want your receipt?” the clerk asks.I shake my
head.A small printer clicks one out anyway. I watch her tear the slip across the serrated plastic
and drop it into a wastebasket.There’s only one post office in town. I wonder if the same clerk
helped the other people on the list, those who got this package before me. Did they keep their
receipts as sick souvenirs? Tuck them in their underwear drawers? Pin them up on corkboards?I
almost ask for my receipt back. I almost say, “I’m sorry, can I have it after all?” As a reminder.But
if I wanted a reminder, I could’ve made copies of the tapes or saved the map. But I never want to
hear those tapes again, though her voice will never leave my head. And the houses, the streets,
and the high school will always be there to remind me.It’s out of my control now. The package is
on its way. I leave the post office without the receipt.Deep behind my left eyebrow, my head is
still pounding. Every swallow tastes sour, and the closer I get to school, the closer I come to
collapsing.I want to collapse. I want to fall on the sidewalk right there and drag myself into the ivy.
Because just beyond the ivy the sidewalk curves, following the outside of the school parking lot.
It cuts through the front lawn and into the main building. It leads through the front doors and
turns into a hallway, which meanders between rows of lockers and classrooms on both sides,
finally entering the always-open door to first period.At the front of the room, facing the students,
will be the desk of Mr. Porter. He’ll be the last to receive a package with no return address. And
in the middle of the room, one desk to the left, will be the desk of Hannah Baker.Empty.Thirteen
Reasons WhyRAZORBILLPublished by the Penguin GroupPenguin Young Readers Group345
Hudson Street, New York, New York 10014, U.S.A.Penguin Group (USA) Inc., 375 Hudson
Street, New York, New York 10014, U.S.A.Penguin Group (Canada), 90 Eglinton Avenue East,
Suite 700, Toronto, Ontario, CanadaM4P 2Y3(a division of Pearson Penguin Canada
Inc.)Penguin Books Ltd, 80 Strand, London WC2R 0RL, EnglandPenguin Ireland, 25 St
Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2, Ireland (a division of Penguin Books Ltd)Penguin Group (Australia),
250 Camberwell Road, Camberwell, Victoria 3124, Australia(a division of Pearson Australia



Group Pty Ltd)Penguin Books India Pvt Ltd, 11 Community Centre, Panchsheel Park, New
Delhi–110017, IndiaPenguin Group (NZ), 67 Apollo Drive, Mairangi Bay, Auckland 1311, New
Zealand(a division of Pearson New Zealand Ltd)Penguin Books (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, 24
Sturdee Avenue, Rosebank,Johannesburg 2196, South AfricaPenguin Books Ltd, Registered
Offices: 80 Strand, London WC2R 0RL, EnglandCopyright © 2007 Jay AsherAll rights
reservedAsher, JayThirteen reasons why : a novel / by Jay Asher.p. cm.Summary: When high
school student Clay Jenkins receives a box in the mail containing thirteen cassette tapes
recorded by his classmate Hannah, who committed suicide, he spends a bewildering and
heartbreaking night crisscrossing their town, listening to Hannah’s voice recounting the events
leading up to her death.[Suicide--Fiction. 2.High schools--Fiction. 3.Schools--Fiction.
4.Interpersonal relations--Fiction.]I. TitlePZ7.A8155 Th 2008[Fic]—dc222007003097The
scanning, uploading and distribution of this book via the Internet or via any other means without
the permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please purchase only authorized
electronic editions, and do not participate in or encourage electronic piracy of copyrighted
materials. Your support of the author’s rights is appreciated.The publisher does not have any
control over and does not assume any responsibility for author or third-party websites or their
content.Version_5For JoanMarieTable of ContentsTitle PageCopyrightDedicationYESTERDAY -
ONE HOUR AFTER SCHOOLCASSETTE 1: SIDE ACASSETTE 1 : SIDE BCASSETTE 2 : SIDE
ACASSETTE 2: SIDE BCASSETTE 3: SIDE ACASSETTE 3: SIDE BCASSETTE 4: SIDE
ACASSETTE 4 : SIDE BCASSETTE 5: SIDE ACASSETTE 5 : SIDE BCASSETTE 6: SIDE
ACASSETTE 6 : SIDE BCASSETTE 7: SIDE ACASSETTE 7 : SIDE BTHE NEXT DAY AFTER
MAILING THE TAPES13 InspirationsBetween the Lines: Thirteen Questions for Jay
AsherExcerpt from What LightYESTERDAYONE HOUR AFTER SCHOOLA shoebox-sized
package is propped against the front door at an angle. Our front door has a tiny slot to shove
mail through, but anything thicker than a bar of soap gets left outside. A hurried scribble on the
wrapping addresses the package to Clay Jensen, so I pick it up and head inside.I take the
package into the kitchen and set it on the counter. I slide open the junk drawer and pull out a pair
of scissors. Then I run a scissor blade around the package and lift off its top. Inside the shoebox
is a rolled-up tube of bubble-wrap. I unroll that and discover seven loose audiotapes.Each tape
has a dark blue number painted in the upper right-hand corner, possibly with nail polish. Each
side has its own number. One and two on the first tape, three and four on the next, five and six,
and so on. The last tape has a thirteen on one side, but nothing on the back.Who would send
me a shoebox full of audiotapes? No one listens to tapes anymore. Do I even have a way to play
them?The garage! The stereo on the workbench. My dad bought it at a yard sale for almost
nothing. It’s old, so he doesn’t care if it gets coated with sawdust or splattered with paint. And
best of all, it plays tapes.I drag a stool in front of the workbench, drop my backpack to the floor,
then sit down. I press Eject on the player. A plastic door eases open and I slide in the first
tape.CASSETTE 1: SIDE AHello, boys and girls. Hannah Baker here. Live and in stereo.I don’t
believe it.No return engagements. No encore. And this time, absolutely no requests.No, I can’t



believe it. Hannah Baker killed herself.I hope you’re ready, because I’m about to tell you the story
of my life. More specifically, why my life ended. And if you’re listening to these tapes, you’re one
of the reasons why.What? No!I’m not saying which tape brings you into the story. But fear not, if
you received this lovely little box, your name will pop up . . . I promise.Now, why would a dead girl
lie?Hey! That sounds like a joke. Why would a dead girl lie? Answer: Because she can’t stand
up.Is this some kind of twisted suicide note?Go ahead. Laugh.Oh well. I thought it was
funny.Before Hannah died, she recorded a bunch of tapes. Why?The rules are pretty simple.
There are only two. Rule number one: You listen. Number two: You pass it on. Hopefully, neither
one will be easy for you.“What’s that you’re playing?”“Mom!”I scramble for the stereo, hitting
several buttons all at once.“Mom, you scared me,” I say. “It’s nothing. A school project.”My go-to
answer for anything. Staying out late? School project. Need extra money? School project. And
now, the tapes of a girl. A girl who, two weeks ago, swallowed a handful of pills.School
project.“Can I listen?” she asks.“It’s not mine,” I say. I scrape the toe of my shoe against the
concrete floor. “I’m helping a friend. It’s for history. It’s boring.”“Well, that’s nice of you,” she says.
She leans over my shoulder and lifts a dusty rag, one of my old cloth diapers, to remove a tape
measure hidden underneath. Then she kisses my forehead. “I’ll leave you in peace.”I wait till the
door clicks shut, then I place a finger over the Play button. My fingers, my hands, my arms, my
neck, everything feels hollow. Not enough strength to press a single button on a stereo.I pick up
the cloth diaper and drape it over the shoebox to hide it from my eyes. I wish I’d never seen that
box or the seven tapes inside it. Hitting Play that first time was easy. A piece of cake. I had no
idea what I was about to hear.But this time, it’s one of the most frightening things I’ve ever done.I
turn the volume down and press Play.. . . one: You listen. Number two: You pass it on. Hopefully,
neither one will be easy for you.When you’re done listening to all thirteen sides—because there
are thirteen sides to every story—rewind the tapes, put them back in the box, and pass them on
to whoever follows your little tale. And you, lucky number thirteen, you can take the tapes straight
to hell. Depending on your religion, maybe I’ll see you there.In case you’re tempted to break the
rules, understand that I did make a copy of these tapes. Those copies will be released in a very
public manner if this package doesn’t make it through all of you.This was not a spur-of-the-
moment decision.Do not take me for granted . . . again.No. There’s no way she could think
that.You are being watched.My stomach squeezes in on itself, ready to make me throw up if I let
it. Nearby, a plastic bucket sits upside-down on a footstool. In two strides, if I need to, I can reach
the handle and flip it over.I hardly knew Hannah Baker. I mean, I wanted to. I wanted to know her
more than I had the chance. Over the summer, we worked together at the movie theater. And not
long ago, at a party, we made out. But we never had the chance to get closer. And not once did I
take her for granted. Not once.These tapes shouldn’t be here. Not with me. It has to be a
mistake.Or a terrible joke.I pull the trash can across the floor. Although I checked it once already,
I check the wrapping again. A return address has got to be here somewhere. Maybe I’m just
overlooking it.Hannah Baker’s suicide tapes are getting passed around. Someone made a copy
and sent them to me as a joke. Tomorrow at school, someone will laugh when they see me, or



they’ll smirk and look away. And then I’ll know.And then? What will I do then?I don’t know.I
almost forgot. If you’re on my list, you should’ve received a map.I let the wrapping fall back in the
trash.I’m on the list.A few weeks ago, just days before Hannah took the pills, someone slipped
an envelope through the vent of my locker. The outside of the envelope said: SAVE THIS—
YOU’LL NEED IT in red felt-tip marker. Inside was a folded up map of the city. About a dozen red
stars marked different areas around town.In elementary school, we used those same chamber
of commerce maps to learn about north, south, east, and west. Tiny blue numbers scattered
around the map matched up with business names listed in the margins.I kept Hannah’s map in
my backpack. I meant to show it around school to see if anyone else got one. To see if anyone
knew what it meant. But over time, it slid beneath my textbooks and notebooks and I forgot all
about it.Till now.Throughout the tapes, I’ll be mentioning several spots around our beloved city
for you to visit. I can’t force you to go there, but if you’d like a little more insight, just head for the
stars. Or, if you’d like, just throw the maps away and I’ll never know.As Hannah speaks through
the dusty speakers, I feel the weight of my backpack pressing against my leg. Inside, crushed
somewhere at the bottom, is her map.Or maybe I will. I’m not actually sure how this whole dead
thing works. Who knows, maybe I’m standing behind you right now.I lean forward, propping my
elbows on the workbench. I let my face fall into my hands and I slide my fingers back into
unexpectedly damp hair.I’m sorry. That wasn’t fair.Ready, Mr. Foley?Justin Foley. A senior. He
was Hannah’s first kiss.But why do I know that?Justin, honey, you were my very first kiss. My
very first hand to hold. But you were nothing more than an average guy. And I don’t say that to be
mean—I don’t. There was just something about you that made me need to be your girlfriend. To
this day I don’t know exactly what that was. But it was there . . . and it was amazingly strong.You
don’t know this, but two years ago when I was a freshman and you were a sophomore, I used to
follow you around. For sixth period, I worked in the attendance office, so I knew every one of
your classes. I even photocopied your schedule, which I’m sure I still have here somewhere. And
when they go through my belongings, they’ll probably toss it away thinking a freshman crush has
no relevance. But does it?For me, yes, it does. I went back as far as you to find an introduction to
my story. And this really is where it begins.So where am I on this list, among these stories?
Second? Third? Does it get worse as it goes along? She said lucky number thirteen could take
the tapes to hell.When you reach the end of these tapes, Justin, I hope you’ll understand your
role in all of this. Because it may seem like a small role now, but it matters. In the end, everything
matters.Betrayal. It’s one of the worst feelings.I know you didn’t mean to let me down. In fact,
most of you listening probably had no idea what you were doing—what you were truly
doing.What was I doing, Hannah? Because I honestly have no idea. That night, if it’s the night
I’m thinking of, was just as strange for me as it was for you. Maybe more so, since I still have no
idea what the hell happened.Our first red star can be found at C-4. Take your finger over to C
and drop it down to 4. That’s right, like Battleship. When you’re done with this tape, you should
go there. We only lived in that house a short while, the summer before my freshman year, but it’s
where we lived when we first came to town.And it’s where I first saw you, Justin. Maybe you’ll



remember. You were in love with my friend Kat. School was still two months away, and Kat was
the only person I knew because she lived right next door. She told me you were all over her the
previous year. Not literally all over her—just staring and accidentally bumping into her in the
halls.I mean, those were accidents, right?Kat told me that at the end-of-school dance, you finally
found the nerve to do more than stare and bump into her. The two of you danced every slow
song together. And soon, she told me, she was going to let you kiss her. The very first kiss of her
life. What an honor!The stories must be bad. Really bad. That’s the only reason the tapes are
passing on from one person to the next. Out of fear.Why would you want to mail out a bunch of
tapes blaming you in a suicide? You wouldn’t. But Hannah wants us, those of us on the list, to
hear what she has to say. And we’ll do what she says, passing the tapes on, if only to keep them
away from people not on the list.“The list.” It sounds like a secret club. An exclusive club.And for
some reason, I’m in it.I wanted to see what you looked like, Justin, so we called you from my
house and told you to come over. We called from my house because Kat didn’t want you to know
where she lived . . . well, not yet . . . even though her house was right next door.You were playing
ball—I don’t know if it was basketball, baseball, or what—but you couldn’t come over until later.
So we waited.Basketball. A lot of us played that summer, hoping to make JV as freshmen.
Justin, only a sophomore, had a spot waiting for him on varsity. So a lot of us played ball with him
in hopes of picking up skills over the summer. And some of us did.While some of us,
unfortunately, did not.We sat in my front bay window, talking for hours, when all of a sudden you
and one of your friends—hi, Zach!—came walking up the street.Zach? Zach Dempsey? The
only time I’ve seen Zach with Hannah, even momentarily, was the night I first met her.Two streets
meet in front of my old house like an upside-down T, so you were walking up the middle of the
road toward us.Wait. Wait. I need to think.I pick at a speck of dry orange paint on the workbench.
Why am I listening to this? I mean, why put myself through this? Why not just pop the tape out of
the stereo and throw the entire box of them in the trash?I swallow hard. Tears sting at the corners
of my eyes.Because it’s Hannah’s voice. A voice I thought I’d never hear again. I can’t throw that
away.And because of the rules. I look at the shoebox hidden beneath the cloth diaper. Hannah
said she made a copy of each of these tapes. But what if she didn’t? Maybe if the tapes stop, if I
don’t pass them on, that’s it. It’s over. Nothing happens.But what if there’s something on these
tapes that could hurt me? What if it’s not a trick? Then a second set of tapes will be released.
That’s what she said. And everyone will hear what’s on them.The spot of paint flakes off like a
scab.Who’s willing to test her bluff?You stepped out of the gutter and planted one foot on the
lawn. My dad had the sprinklers running all morning so the grass was wet and your foot slid
forward, sending you into a split. Zach had been staring at the window, trying to get a better view
of Kat’s new friend—yours truly—and he tripped over you, landing beside you on the curb.You
pushed him off and stood up. Then he stood up, and you both looked at each other, not sure of
what to do. And your decision? You ran back down the street while Kat and I laughed like crazy
in the window.I remember that. Kat thought it was so funny. She told me about it at her going-
away party that summer.The party where I first saw Hannah Baker.God. I thought she was so



pretty. And new to this town, that’s what really got me. Around the opposite sex, especially back
then, my tongue twisted into knots even a Boy Scout would walk away from. But around her I
could be the new and improved Clay Jensen, high school freshman.Kat moved away before the
start of school, and I fell in love with the boy she left behind. And it wasn’t long until that boy
started showing an interest in me. Which might have had something to do with the fact that I
seemed to always be around.We didn’t share any classes, but our classrooms for periods one,
four, and five were at least close to each other. Okay, so period five was a stretch, and
sometimes I wouldn’t get there until after you’d left, but periods one and four were at least in the
same hall.At Kat’s party, everyone hung around the outside patio even though it was cold. It was
probably the coldest night of the summer. And I, of course, forgot my jacket at home.After a
while, I managed to say hello. And a little while later, you managed to say it back. Then, one day,
I walked by you without saying a word. I knew you couldn’t handle that, and it led to our very first
multiword conversation.No, that’s not right. I left my jacket at home because I wanted everyone
to see my new shirt.What an idiot I was.“Hey!” you said. “Aren’t you going to say hello?”I smiled,
took a breath, then turned around. “Why should I?”“Because you always say hello.”I asked why
you thought you were such an expert on me. I said you probably didn’t know anything about
me.At Kat’s party, I bent down to tie my shoe during my first conversation with Hannah Baker.
And I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t tie my stupid shoelace because my fingers were too numb from the
cold.To Hannah’s credit, she offered to tie it for me. Of course, I wouldn’t let her. Instead, I waited
till Zach inserted himself into our awkward conversation before sneaking inside to thaw my
fingers beneath running water.So embarrassing.Earlier, when I asked my mom how to get a
boy’s attention, she said, “Play hard to get.” So that’s what I was doing. And sure enough, it
worked. You started hanging around my classes waiting for me.It seemed like weeks went by
before you finally asked for my number. But I knew you eventually would, so I practiced saying it
out loud. Real calm and confident like I didn’t really care. Like I gave it out a hundred times a
day.Yes, boys at my old school had asked for my number. But here, at my new school, you were
the first.No. That’s not true. But you were the first to actually get my number.It’s not that I didn’t
want to give it out before. I was just cautious. New town. New school. And this time, I was going
to be in control of how people saw me. After all, how often do we get a second chance?Before
you, Justin, whenever anyone asked, I’d say all the right numbers up until the very last one. And
then I’d get scared and mess up . . . sort of accidentally on purpose.I heave my backpack onto
my lap and unzip the largest pocket.I was getting way too excited watching you write down my
number. Luckily, you were way too nervous to notice. When I finally spat out that last number—
the correct number! —I smiled so big.Meanwhile, your hand was shaking so badly that I thought
you were going to screw it up. And I was not going to let that happen.I pull out her map and
unfold it on the workbench.I pointed at the number you were writing. “That should be a seven,” I
said.“It is a seven.”I use a wooden ruler to smooth out the creases.“Oh. Well, as long as you
know it’s a seven.”“I do,” you said. But you scratched it out anyway and made an even shakier
seven.I stretched the cuff of my sleeve into my palm and almost reached over to wipe the sweat



from your forehead . . . something my mother would’ve done. But thankfully, I didn’t do that. You
never would’ve asked another girl for her number again.Through the side garage door, Mom
calls my name. I lower the volume, ready to hit Stop if it opens.“Yes?”By the time I got home,
you’d already called. Twice.“I want you to keep working,” Mom says, “but I need to know if you’re
having dinner with us.”My mom asked who you were, and I said we had a class together. You
were probably just calling with a homework question. And she said that’s exactly what you had
told her.I look down at the first red star. C-4. I know where that is. But should I go there?I couldn’t
believe it. Justin, you lied to my mom.So why did that make me so happy?“No,” I say. “I’m
heading to a friend’s house. For his project.”Because our lies matched. It was a sign.“That’s fine,”
Mom says. “I’ll keep some in the fridge and you can heat it up later.”My mom asked what class
we had and I said math, which wasn’t a total lie. We both had math. Just not together. And not
the same type.“Good,” Mom said. “That’s what he told me.”I accused her of not trusting her own
daughter, grabbed the slip of paper with your number from her hand, and ran upstairs.I’ll go
there. To the first star. But before that, when this side of the tape is over, I’ll go to Tony’s.Tony
never upgraded his car stereo so he still plays tapes. That way, he says, he’s in control of the
music. If he gives someone a ride and they bring their own music, too bad. “The format’s not
compatible,” he tells them.When you answered the phone, I said, “Justin? It’s Hannah. My mom
said you called with a math problem.”Tony drives an old Mustang handed down from his brother,
who got it from his dad, who probably got it from his dad. At school there are few loves that
compare to the one between Tony and his car. More girls have dumped him out of car envy than
my lips have even kissed.You were confused, but eventually you remembered lying to my mom
and, like a good boy, you apologized.While Tony doesn’t classify as a close friend, we have
worked on a couple of assignments together so I know where he lives. And most important of all,
he owns an old Walkman that plays tapes. A yellow one with a skinny plastic headset that I’m
sure he’ll let me borrow. I’ll take a few tapes with me and listen to them as I walk through
Hannah’s old neighborhood, which is only a block or so from Tony’s.“So, Justin, what’s the math
problem?” I asked. You weren’t getting off that easy.Or maybe I’ll take the tapes somewhere else.
Somewhere private. Because I can’t listen here. Not that Mom or Dad will recognize the voice in
the speakers, but I need room. Room to breathe.And you didn’t miss a beat. You told me Train A
was leaving your house at 3:45 PM. Train B was leaving my house ten minutes later.You couldn’t
see this, Justin, but I actually raised my hand like I was in school rather than sitting on the edge
of my bed. “Pick me, Mr. Foley. Pick me,” I said. “I know the answer.”When you called my name,
“Yes, Miss Baker?” I threw Mom’s hard-to-get rule right out the window. I told you the two trains
met at Eisenhower Park at the bottom of the rocket slide.What did Hannah see in him? I never
got that. Even she admits she was unable to put her finger on it. But for an average-looking guy,
so many girls are into Justin.Sure, he is kind of tall. And maybe they find him intriguing. He’s
always looking out windows, contemplating something.A long pause at your end of the line,
Justin. And I mean a looooooong pause. “So, when do the trains meet?” you asked.“Fifteen
minutes,” I said.You said fifteen minutes seemed awfully slow for two trains going full



speed.Whoa. Slow down, Hannah.I know what you’re all thinking. Hannah Baker is a slut.Oops.
Did you catch that? I said, “Hannah Baker is.” Can’t say that anymore.She stops talking.I drag
the stool closer to the workbench. The two spindles in the tape deck, hidden behind a smoky
plastic window, pull the tape from one side to the other. A gentle hiss comes through the
speaker. A soft static hum.What is she thinking? At that moment, are her eyes shut? Is she
crying? Is her finger on the Stop button, hoping for the strength to press it? What is she doing? I
can’t hear!Wrong.Her voice is angry. Almost trembling.Hannah Baker is not, and never was, a
slut. Which begs the question, What have you heard?I simply wanted a kiss. I was a freshman
girl who had never been kissed. Never. But I liked a boy, he liked me, and I was going to kiss him.
That’s the story—the whole story—right there.What was the other story? Because I did hear
something.The few nights leading up to our meeting in the park, I’d had the same dream. Exactly
the same. From beginning to end. And for your listening pleasure, here it is.But first, a little
background.My old town had a park similar to Eisenhower Park in one way. They both had that
rocket ship. I’m sure it was made by the same company because they looked identical. A red
nose points to the sky. Metal bars run from the nose all the way down to green fins holding the
ship off the ground. Between the nose and the fins are three platforms, connected by three
ladders. On the top level is a steering wheel. On the mid level is a slide that leads down to the
playground.On many nights leading up to my first day of school here, I’d climb to the top of that
rocket and let my head fall back against the steering wheel. The night breeze blowing through
the bars calmed me. I’d just close my eyes and think of home.I climbed up there once, only once,
when I was five. I screamed and cried my head off and would not come down for anything. But
Dad was too big to fit through the holes. So he called the fire department, and they sent a female
firefighter up to get me. They must’ve had a lot of those rescues because, a few weeks ago, the
city announced plans to tear the rocket slide down.I think that’s the reason, in my dreams, my
first kiss took place at the rocket ship. It reminded me of innocence. And I wanted my first kiss to
be just that. Innocent.Maybe that’s why she didn’t red-star the park. The rocket might be gone
before the tapes make it through the entire list.So back to my dreams, which started the day you
began waiting outside my classroom door. The day I knew you liked me.Hannah took off her shirt
and let Justin put his hands up her bra. That’s it. That’s what I heard happened in the park that
night.But wait. Why would she do that in the middle of a park?The dream starts with me at the
top of the rocket, holding on to the steering wheel. It’s still a playground rocket, not a real one,
but every time I turn the wheel to the left, the trees in the park lift up their roots and sidestep it to
the left. When I turn the wheel to the right, they sidestep it to the right.Then I hear your voice
calling up from the ground. “Hannah! Hannah! Stop playing with the trees and come see me.”So
I leave the steering wheel and climb through the hole in the top platform. But when I reach the
next platform, my feet have grown so huge they won’t fit through the next hole.Big feet?
Seriously? I’m not into dream analysis, but maybe she was wondering if Justin had a big one.I
poke my head through the bars and shout, “My feet are too big. Do you still want me to come
down?”“I love big feet,” you shout back. “Come down the slide and see me. I’ll catch you.”So I sit



on the slide and push off. But the wind resistance on my feet makes me go so slow. In the time it
takes me to reach the bottom of the slide, I’ve noticed that your feet are extremely small. Almost
nonexistent.I knew it!You walk to the end of the slide with your arms out, ready to catch me. And
wouldn’t you know it, when I jump off, my huge feet don’t step on your little feet.“See? We were
made for each other,” you say. Then you lean in to kiss me. Your lips getting closer . . . and
closer . . . and . . . I wake up.Every night for a week I woke up in the exact same about-to-be-
kissed spot. But now, Justin, I would finally be meeting you. At that park. At the bottom of that
slide. And damn it, you were going to kiss the hell out of me whether you liked it or not.Hannah, if
you kissed back then like you kissed at the party, trust me, he liked it.I told you to meet me there
in fifteen minutes. Of course, I only said that to make sure I got there before you. By the time you
walked into the park, I wanted to be inside that rocket and all the way up, just like in my dreams.
And that’s how it happened . . . minus the dancing trees and funky feet.From my viewpoint at the
top of the rocket, I saw you come in at the far end of the park. You checked your watch every few
steps and walked over to the slide, looking all around, but never up.So I spun the steering wheel
as hard as I could to make it rattle. You took a step back, looked up, and called my name. But
don’t worry, even though I wanted to live out my dream, I didn’t expect you to know every single
line and tell me to stop playing with the trees and come down.“Be right down,” I said.But you told
me to stop. You’d climb up to where I was.So I shouted back, “No! Let me take the slide.”Then
you repeated those magical, dreamlike words, “I’ll catch you.”Definitely beats my first kiss.
Seventh grade, Andrea Williams, behind the gym after school. She came over to my table at
lunch, whispered the proposition in my ear, and I had a hard-on for the rest of the day.When the
kiss was over, three strawberry-lip-gloss seconds later, she turned and ran away. I peeked
around the gym and watched two of her friends each hand her a five-dollar bill. I couldn’t believe
it! My lips were a ten-dollar bet.Was that good or bad? Probably bad, I decided.But I’ve loved
strawberry lip gloss ever since.I couldn’t help smiling as I climbed down the top ladder. I sat
myself on the slide—my heart racing. This was it. All my friends back home had their first kisses
in middle school. Mine was waiting for me at the bottom of a slide, exactly as I wanted it. All I had
to do was push off.And I did.I know it didn’t really happen like this, but when I look back, it all
happens in slow motion. The push. The slide. My hair flying behind me. You raising your arms to
catch me. Me raising mine so you could.So when did you decide to kiss me, Justin? Was it
during your walk to the park? Or did it simply happen when I slid into your arms?Okay, who out
there wants to know my very first thought during my very first kiss? Here it is: Somebody’s been
eating chilidogs.Nice one, Justin.I’m sorry. It wasn’t that bad, but it was the first thing I thought.I’ll
take strawberry lip gloss any day.I was so anxious about what kind of kiss it would be— because
my friends back home described so many types—and it turned out to be the beautiful kind. You
didn’t shove your tongue down my throat. You didn’t grab my butt. We just held our lips
together . . . and kissed.And that’s it.Wait. Stop. Don’t rewind. There’s no need to go back
because you didn’t miss a thing. Let me repeat myself. That . . . is . . . all . . . that . . .
happened.Why, did you hear something else?A shiver races up my spine.Yes, I did. We all



did.Well, you’re right. Something did happen. Justin grabbed my hand, we walked over to the
swings, and we swung. Then he kissed me again the very same way.Then? And then, Hannah?
What happened then?Then . . . we left. He went one way. I went the other.Oh. So sorry. You
wanted something sexier, didn’t you? You wanted to hear how my itchy little fingers started
playing with his zipper. You wanted to hear . . .Well, what did you want to hear? Because I’ve
heard so many stories that I don’t know which one is the most popular. But I do know which is
the least popular.The truth.Now, the truth is the one you won’t forget.I can still see Justin
huddled among his friends at school. I remember Hannah walking by, and the whole group
stopped talking. They averted their eyes. And when she passed, they started laughing.But why
do I remember this?Because I wanted to talk to Hannah so many times after Kat’s going-away
party, but I was too shy. Too afraid. Watching Justin and his friends that day, I got the sense that
there was more to her than I knew.Then, later, I heard about her getting felt up at the rocket slide.
And she was so new to school that the rumors overshadowed everything else I knew about
her.Hannah was beyond me, I figured. Too experienced to even think about me.So thank you,
Justin. Sincerely. My very first kiss was wonderful. And for the month or so that we lasted, and
everywhere that we went, the kisses were wonderful. You were wonderful.But then you started
bragging.A week went by and I heard nothing. But eventually, as they always will, the rumors
reached me. And everyone knows you can’t disprove a rumor.I know. I know what you’re thinking.
As I was telling the story, I was thinking the same thing myself. A kiss? A rumor based on a kiss
made you do this to yourself?No. A rumor based on a kiss ruined a memory that I hoped would
be special. A rumor based on a kiss started a reputation that other people believed in and
reacted to. And sometimes, a rumor based on a kiss has a snowball effect.A rumor, based on a
kiss, is just the beginning.Turn the tape over for more.I reach for the stereo, ready to press
Stop.And Justin, honey, stick around. You’re not going to believe where your name pops up
next.I hold my finger over the button, listening to the soft hum in the speakers, the faint squeak of
the spindles winding the tape, waiting for her voice to return.But it doesn’t. The story is
over.When I get to Tony’s, his Mustang is parked against the curb in front of his house. The hood
is propped open, and he and his dad are leaning over the engine. Tony holds a small flashlight
while his dad tightens something deep inside with a wrench.“Did it break down,” I ask, “or is this
just for fun?”Tony glances over his shoulder and, when he sees me, drops the flashlight into the
engine. “Damn.”His dad stands up and wipes his oily hands across the front of his greased-up T-
shirt. “Are you kidding? It’s always fun.” He looks at Tony and winks. “It’s even more fun when it’s
something serious.”Scowling, Tony reaches in for the flashlight. “Dad, you remember
Clay.”“Sure,” his dad says. “Of course. Good to see you again.” He doesn’t reach forward to
shake my hand. And with the amount of grease smeared onto his shirt, I’m not offended.But he’s
faking it. He doesn’t remember me.“Oh, hey,” his dad says, “I do remember you. You stayed for
dinner once, right? Big on the ‘please’ and ‘thankyous’.”I smile.“After you left, Tony’s mom was
after us for a week to be more polite.”What can I say? Parents like me.“Yeah, that’s him,” Tony
says. He grabs a shop rag to clean his hands. “So what’s going on, Clay?”I repeat his words in



my head. What’s going on? What’s going on? Oh, well, since you asked, I got a bunch of tapes
in the mail today from a girl who killed herself. Apparently, I had something to do with it. I’m not
sure what that is, so I was wondering if I could borrow your Walkman to find out.“Not much,” I
say.His dad asks if I’d mind getting in the car and starting it for them. “The key’s in the ignition.”I
sling my backpack over to the passenger seat and slide in behind the wheel.“Wait. Wait!” his dad
yells. “Tony, shine it over here.”Tony’s standing beside the car. Watching me. When our eyes
meet, they lock and I can’t pull away. Does he know? Does he know about the tapes?“Tony,” his
dad repeats. “The light.”Tony breaks the stare and leans in with the flashlight. In the space
between the dash and the hood, his gaze slips back and forth from me to the engine.What if he’s
on the tapes? What if his story is right before mine? Is he the one who sent them to me?God, I
am freaking out. Maybe he doesn’t know. Maybe I just look guilty of something and he’s picking
up on that.While I wait for the cue to start the car, I look around. Behind the passenger seat, on
the floor, is the Walkman. It’s just sitting there. The headphones’ cord is wrapped tightly around
the player. But what’s my excuse? Why do I need it?“Tony, here, take the wrench and let me hold
the flashlight,” his dad says. “You’re jiggling it too much.”They swap flashlight for wrench and, at
that moment, I grab for the Walkman. Just like that. Without thinking. The middle pocket of my
backpack is open, so I stuff it in there and zip it shut.“Okay, Clay,” his dad calls. “Turn it.”I turn the
key and the engine starts right up.Through the gap above the dash, I watch his dad’s smile.
Whatever he’s done, he’s satisfied. “A little fine-tuning to make her sing,” he says over the engine.
“You can shut it off now, Clay.”Tony lowers the hood and clicks it shut. “I’ll see you inside,
Dad.”His dad nods, lifts a metal toolbox from the street, bundles up some greasy rags, then
heads for the garage.I pull my backpack over my shoulder and step out of the car.“Thanks,” Tony
says. “If you didn’t show up, we’d probably be out here all night.”I slip my arm through the other
strap and adjust the backpack. “I needed to get out of the house,” I say. “My mom was getting on
my nerves.”Tony looks at the garage. “Tell me about it,” he says. “I need to start my homework
and my dad wants to tinker under the hood some more.”The streetlamp overhead flickers on.“So,
Clay,” he says, “what’d you come out here for?”I feel the weight of the Walkman in my
backpack.“I was just walking by and saw you outside. Thought I’d say hi.”His eyes stare a little
too long, so I look over at his car.“I’m heading to Rosie’s to see what’s up,” he says. “Can I give
you a lift?”“Thanks,” I say, “but I’m only walking a few blocks.”He shoves his hands into his
pockets. “Where you off to?”God, I hope he’s not on the list. But what if he is? What if he already
listened to the tapes and knows exactly what’s going on in my head? What if he knows exactly
where I’m going? Or worse, what if he hasn’t received the tapes yet? What if they get sent to him
further down the line?If that’s the case, he’ll remember this moment. He’ll remember my stalling.
My not wanting to tip him off or warn him.“Nowhere,” I say. I put my hands in my pockets, too. “So,
you know, I guess I’ll see you tomorrow.”He doesn’t say a word. Just watches me turn to leave. At
any moment I expect him to yell, “Hey! Where’s my Walkman?” But he doesn’t. It’s a clean
getaway.I take a right at the first corner and continue walking. I hear the car’s engine start and
the crunch of gravel as the wheels of his Mustang roll forward. Then he steps on the gas,



crosses the street behind me, and keeps going.I slide my backpack off my shoulders and down
to the sidewalk. I pull out the Walkman. I unwrap the cord and slip the yellow plastic headphones
over my head, pushing the tiny speaker nubs into my ears. Inside my backpack are the first four
tapes, which are one or two more than I’ll probably have time to listen to tonight. The rest I left at
home.I unzip the smallest pocket and remove the first tape. Then I slide it into the deck, B-side
out, and shut the plastic door.CASSETTE 1 : SIDE BWelcome back. And thanks for hanging out
for part two.I wiggle the Walkman into my jacket pocket and turn up the volume.If you’re listening
to this, one of two things has just happened. A: You’re Justin, and after hearing your little tale you
want to hear who’s next. Or B: You’re someone else and you’re waiting to see if it’s you.Well . . .A
line of hot sweat rises along my hairline.Alex Standall, it’s your turn.A single bead of sweat slides
down my temple and I wipe it away.I’m sure you have no idea why you’re on here, Alex. You
probably think you did a good thing, right? You voted me Best Ass in the Freshman Class. How
could anyone be angry at that?Listen.I sit on the curb with my shoes in the gutter. Near my heel,
a few blades of grass poke up through the cement. Though the sun has barely started dipping
beneath the rooftops and trees, streetlamps are lit on both sides of the road.First, Alex, if you
think I’m being silly—if you think I’m some stupid little girl who gets her panties in a bunch over
the tiniest things, taking everything way too seriously, no one’s making you listen. Sure, I am
pressuring you with that second set of tapes, but who cares if people around town know what
you think of my ass, right?In the houses on this block, and in my house several blocks away,
families are finishing up their dinners. Or they’re loading dishwashers. Or starting their
homework.For those families, tonight, everything is normal.I can name a whole list of people
who would care. I can name a list of people who would care very much if these tapes got out.So
let’s begin, shall we?Curling forward, I hug my legs and lay my forehead on my knees.I
remember sitting in second period the morning your list came out. Ms. Strumm obviously had an
amazing weekend because she did absolutely no prep work whatsoever.She had us watch one
of her famously dull documentaries. What it was on, I don’t recall. But the narrator did have a
thick British accent. And I remember picking at an old piece of tape stuck on my desk to keep
from falling asleep. To me, the narrator’s voice was nothing more than background noise.Well,
the narrator’s voice . . . and the whispers.When I looked up, the whispers stopped. Any eyes
looking at me turned away. But I saw that paper getting passed around. A single sheet making its
way up and down the aisles. Eventually, it made its way to the desk behind me—to Jimmy Long’s
desk—which groaned as his body weight shifted.Any of you who were in class that morning, tell
me: Jimmy was taking a sneaky-peek over the back of my chair, wasn’t he? That’s all I could
picture as he whispered, “You bet it is.”I grip my knees tighter. Jackass Jimmy.Someone
whispered, “You idiot, Jackass.”I turned around, but I was not in a whispering mood. “You bet
what is?”Jimmy, who’ll drink up the attention any girl gives him, gave a half-smile and glanced
down at the paper on his desk. Again came the “idiot” whisper—this time repeated across the
room as if no one wanted me in on the joke.When I first saw that list, given to me in history class,
there were a few names I didn’t recognize. A few new students I hadn’t met yet or wasn’t sure I



had their names right. But Hannah, I knew her name. And I laughed when I saw it. She was
building quite a reputation in a short amount of time.Only now do I realize, that her reputation
started in Justin Foley’s imagination.I tilted my head so I could read the upside-down title of the
paper: FRESHMAN CLASS—WHO’S HOT / WHO’S NOT.Jimmy’s desk groaned again as he
sat back, and I knew Ms. Strumm was coming, but I had to find my name. I didn’t care why I was
on the list. At the time, I don’t think I even cared which side of the list I was on. There’s just
something about having everyone agree on something—something about you—that opens a
cage of butterflies in your stomach. And as Ms. Strumm walked up the aisle, ready to grab that
list before I found my name, the butterflies went berserk.Where is my name? Where? Got it!Later
that day, passing Hannah in the halls, I took a look back as she walked by. And I had to agree.
She definitely belonged in that category.Ms. Strumm snatched the list away and I turned back to
the front of the room. After a few minutes, gaining the nerve to look, I snuck a peek to the other
side of the room. As expected, Jessica Davis looked pissed.Why? Because right next to my
name, but in the other column, was hers.Her pencil tapped against her notebook at Morse code–
speed and her face was burning red.My only thought? Thank God I don’t know Morse
code.Truth is, Jessica Davis is so much prettier than I am. Write up a list of every body part and
you’ll have a row of checkmarks the whole way down for each time her body beats mine.I
disagree, Hannah. All the way down.Everyone knows Worst Ass in the Freshman Class was a
lie. You can’t even consider it stretching the truth. But I’m sure no one cared why Jessica ended
up on that side of your list, Alex.Well, no one except you . . . and me . . . and Jessica makes
three.And a lot more than that, I’m guessing, are about to find out.Maybe some people think you
were right in choosing me. I don’t think so. But let me put it this way, I don’t think my ass—as you
call it—was the deciding factor. I think the deciding factor . . . was revenge.I tear the blades of
grass out of the gutter and stand up to leave. As I start walking, I rub the blades between my
fingers till they fall away.But this tape is not about your motivation, Alex. Though that is coming
up. This tape is about how people change when they see your name on a stupid list. This tape is
about . . .A pause in her speech. I reach into my jacket and turn the volume up. She’s uncrinkling
a piece of paper. Smoothing it out.Thirteen Reasons Why, winner ofAssociation of Booksellers
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Master ListsPraise for Thirteen Reasons Why“Thirteen Reasons Why is a mystery, eulogy, and
ceremony. Twenty or thirty times, I snapped the book shut when a sentence, an image, or a line
of dialogue was too beautiful and painful. But I, afraid and curious, would always return to this
amazing book. I know, in years to come, I will often return to this book.”—Sherman Alexie, author
ofThe Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian“Every once in awhile you come across a book
that you can’t get out of your mind, one you have to rush back to if you must put it down for some
reason. Jay Asher’s Thirteen Reasons Why is one of those books, and is at the very top of my
personal Must-Read list.”—Ellen Hopkins, bestselling author ofTricks, Identical, Crank, Burned,
Impulse, and Glass“Very clever premise, strong voice, perfect suspense. This one will keep you
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page-turner been so difficult to read. This may sound like a criticism, but in fact it’s a compliment,
for this is the story of a suicide’s aftermath, and Asher’s ability to convey the anguish of someone
who was left behind is truly remarkable.”—Book Page“Thirteen Reasons Why, Jay Asher’s first
novel, is eerie, beautiful, and ultimately devastating.”—Chicago Tribune“Wonderfully realistic in
his writing, Asher offers teens and parents alike a great story on an important topic.”—Green
Bay Press-Gazette“[Hannah’s] pain is gut-wrenchingly palpable, and the reader is thrust face-
first into a world where everything is related, an intricate yet brutal tapestry of events, people and
places. Asher has created an entrancing character study and a riveting look into the psyche of
someone who would make this unfortunate choice. A brilliant and mesmerizing debut from a
gifted new author.”—Kirkus, starred review and Editor’s Choice“Heavy but compelling…Asher’s
novel asks us to look at how petty cruelty can deal crushing blows.”—Miami Herald“An honest
and frank book about a very sensitive subject, and one that deserves to find a wide
readership.”—Montgomery Advertiser“Thirteen Reasons Why will leave you with chills long after
you have finished reading.”—NPR“If you have the chance to only read one novel this year,
Thirteen Reasons Why should be that book. It’s sad, amazing, heartbreaking, and hopeful, all at
the same time.”—Teens Read Too (gold award), 5 stars“Readers won’t be able to pull
themselves away. . . . The author gets all the characters right. . . . Asher knows how to entertain
an audience; this book will leave readers eager to see what he does next.”—Publisher’s
Weekly“The breakneck pace and dizzying emotion are the true source of this novel’s irresistible
readability at all levels.”—School Library Journal“A stealthy hit with staying power . . . thrillerlike
pacing.”—New York Times“Compelling reading.”—BooklistPraise for Thirteen Reasons



Why“Thirteen Reasons Why is a mystery, eulogy, and ceremony. Twenty or thirty times, I
snapped the book shut when a sentence, an image, or a line of dialogue was too beautiful and
painful. But I, afraid and curious, would always return to this amazing book. I know, in years to
come, I will often return to this book.”—Sherman Alexie, author ofThe Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian“Every once in awhile you come across a book that you can’t get out of your
mind, one you have to rush back to if you must put it down for some reason. Jay Asher’s Thirteen
Reasons Why is one of those books, and is at the very top of my personal Must-Read list.”—
Ellen Hopkins, bestselling author ofTricks, Identical, Crank, Burned, Impulse, and Glass“Very
clever premise, strong voice, perfect suspense. This one will keep you reading. Jay Asher is a
fine storyteller.”—Chris Crutcher, author ofStaying Fate for Sarah Byrnes, Whale Talk, and
Deadline“A spectacular first novel. Jay Asher tells his story with such honesty and simplicity that
the tragedy feels shatteringly real.”—Gordon Korman, author ofSon of the Mob and Jake,
Reinvented“It is a brilliant debut that will leave readers feeling a sense of remorse for Hannah,
guilt for Clay, and hope for the lasting lesson of the story.”—Bookazine“Readers of Jay Asher’s
debut novel for teens, Thirteen Reasons Why, should be forewarned—never has a page-turner
been so difficult to read. This may sound like a criticism, but in fact it’s a compliment, for this is
the story of a suicide’s aftermath, and Asher’s ability to convey the anguish of someone who was
left behind is truly remarkable.”—Book Page“Thirteen Reasons Why, Jay Asher’s first novel, is
eerie, beautiful, and ultimately devastating.”—Chicago Tribune“Wonderfully realistic in his
writing, Asher offers teens and parents alike a great story on an important topic.”—Green Bay
Press-Gazette“[Hannah’s] pain is gut-wrenchingly palpable, and the reader is thrust face-first
into a world where everything is related, an intricate yet brutal tapestry of events, people and
places. Asher has created an entrancing character study and a riveting look into the psyche of
someone who would make this unfortunate choice. A brilliant and mesmerizing debut from a
gifted new author.”—Kirkus, starred review and Editor’s Choice“Heavy but compelling…Asher’s
novel asks us to look at how petty cruelty can deal crushing blows.”—Miami Herald“An honest
and frank book about a very sensitive subject, and one that deserves to find a wide
readership.”—Montgomery Advertiser“Thirteen Reasons Why will leave you with chills long after
you have finished reading.”—NPR“If you have the chance to only read one novel this year,
Thirteen Reasons Why should be that book. It’s sad, amazing, heartbreaking, and hopeful, all at
the same time.”—Teens Read Too (gold award), 5 stars“Readers won’t be able to pull
themselves away. . . . The author gets all the characters right. . . . Asher knows how to entertain
an audience; this book will leave readers eager to see what he does next.”—Publisher’s
Weekly“The breakneck pace and dizzying emotion are the true source of this novel’s irresistible
readability at all levels.”—School Library Journal“A stealthy hit with staying power . . . thrillerlike
pacing.”—New York Times“Compelling reading.”—BooklistWhat Readers Are Saying About
Thirteen Reasons Why“This book is amazing. It really spoke to my heart and opened my mind.”—
Taylor“This was the best book I have ever read. Thanks for making me a better person and for
helping me understand the way I affect other people’s lives.”—Jessie“The storyline is amazing.



People ask me why I would want to read a book about suicide and I always answer “it’s much
more than that.”—Avery“I think that more people should read this book. I read it during a time in
my life where I felt totally helpless. It helped me to realize that I should speak out. Thanks, Jay
Asher. I truly owe you!”—Sasha“This book is truly the best book I have read yet. It’s suspenseful,
mysterious, and has a hint of romance thrown in there as well. Very good storyline.”—Kaila“The
truth is that this book saved my life. It gave me the hope I needed to get where I am today. Thank
you so much. For everything.”—Anonymous“I have never read a book like this. Every single
minute of this book is suspenseful.”—Sharon“This book is truly amazing. My friends started
passing a copy of this book around and after we read it, we signed our name at the front and
wrote comments. I hope this book is passed on to young teens forever because it touched me
and I know it will touch others.”—Cat“I started reading this book in study hall and I could not put
it down. It makes you realize that your actions really do affect people and that all someone really
needs to do is care.”—Anonymous“Thank you for revealing what is really behind the masks that
we wear.”—Ellen“I’ve never felt so strongly for a character before. Bravo, Jay Asher. If you
wanted your readers to think about your book, to cry, to care about the characters, to be moved
and changed by it—you succeeded.”—Kayleigh“I’ve read this book twice, and it’s so amazing
and intense and raw. Everyone: every girl, every guy, every parent, I mean everyone has to read
it.”—Ema“There are very few books that can bring me to tears. This was one of them.”—Rozi“I
related to Hannah in many ways. I actually felt like I was in her shoes, experiencing everything
that happened to her. This book has inspired me to be a nicer person.”—Molly“This book is so
emotional: you can feel Hannah’s anger, frustration, and sadness as you listen to the tapes. I
couldn’t put it down.”—Madison“Your book made me pick up the phone and call a girl who I
knew for a fact was well on her way to meet your character Hannah’s fate and made her talk
everything out with me. Thank you for giving me the drive to help someone else.”—Anonymous“I
will remember this book forever.”—AmyWant to share YOUR thoughts on thebook? Go to topost
a comment!What Readers Are Saying About Thirteen Reasons Why“This book is amazing. It
really spoke to my heart and opened my mind.”—Taylor“This was the best book I have ever read.
Thanks for making me a better person and for helping me understand the way I affect other
people’s lives.”—Jessie“The storyline is amazing. People ask me why I would want to read a
book about suicide and I always answer “it’s much more than that.”—Avery“I think that more
people should read this book. I read it during a time in my life where I felt totally helpless. It
helped me to realize that I should speak out. Thanks, Jay Asher. I truly owe you!”—Sasha“This
book is truly the best book I have read yet. It’s suspenseful, mysterious, and has a hint of
romance thrown in there as well. Very good storyline.”—Kaila“The truth is that this book saved
my life. It gave me the hope I needed to get where I am today. Thank you so much. For
everything.”—Anonymous“I have never read a book like this. Every single minute of this book is
suspenseful.”—Sharon“This book is truly amazing. My friends started passing a copy of this
book around and after we read it, we signed our name at the front and wrote comments. I hope
this book is passed on to young teens forever because it touched me and I know it will touch



others.”—Cat“I started reading this book in study hall and I could not put it down. It makes you
realize that your actions really do affect people and that all someone really needs to do is
care.”—Anonymous“Thank you for revealing what is really behind the masks that we wear.”—
Ellen“I’ve never felt so strongly for a character before. Bravo, Jay Asher. If you wanted your
readers to think about your book, to cry, to care about the characters, to be moved and changed
by it—you succeeded.”—Kayleigh“I’ve read this book twice, and it’s so amazing and intense and
raw. Everyone: every girl, every guy, every parent, I mean everyone has to read it.”—Ema“There
are very few books that can bring me to tears. This was one of them.”—Rozi“I related to Hannah
in many ways. I actually felt like I was in her shoes, experiencing everything that happened to
her. This book has inspired me to be a nicer person.”—Molly“This book is so emotional: you can
feel Hannah’s anger, frustration, and sadness as you listen to the tapes. I couldn’t put it down.”—
Madison“Your book made me pick up the phone and call a girl who I knew for a fact was well on
her way to meet your character Hannah’s fate and made her talk everything out with me. Thank
you for giving me the drive to help someone else.”—Anonymous“I will remember this book
forever.”—AmyWant to share YOUR thoughts on thebook? Go to topost a comment!“Sir?” she
repeats. “How soon do you want it to get there?”I rub two fingers, hard, over my left eyebrow. The
throbbing has become intense. “It doesn’t matter,” I say.The clerk takes the package. The same
shoebox that sat on my porch less than twenty-four hours ago; rewrapped in a brown paper bag,
sealed with clear packing tape, exactly as I had received it. But now addressed with a new
name. The next name on Hannah Baker’s list.“Baker’s dozen,” I mumble. Then I feel disgusted
for even noticing it.“Excuse me?”I shake my head. “How much is it?”She places the box on a
rubber pad, then punches a sequence on her keypad.I set my cup of gas-station coffee on the
counter and glance at the screen. I pull a few bills from my wallet, dig some coins out of my
pocket, and place my money on the counter.“I don’t think the coffee’s kicked in yet,” she says.
“You’re missing a dollar.”I hand over the extra dollar, then rub the sleep from my eyes. The
coffee’s lukewarm when I take a sip, making it harder to gulp down. But I need to wake up
somehow.Or maybe not. Maybe it’s best to get through the day half-asleep. Maybe that’s the only
way to get through today.“It should arrive at this address tomorrow,” she says. “Maybe the day
after tomorrow.” Then she drops the box into a cart behind her.I should have waited till after
school. I should have given Jenny one final day of peace.Though she doesn’t deserve it.When
she gets home tomorrow, or the next day, she’ll find a package on her doorstep. Or if her mom or
dad or someone else gets there first, maybe she’ll find it on her bed. And she’ll be excited. I was
excited. A package with no return address? Did they forget, or was it intentional? Maybe from a
secret admirer?“Do you want your receipt?” the clerk asks.I shake my head.A small printer clicks
one out anyway. I watch her tear the slip across the serrated plastic and drop it into a
wastebasket.There’s only one post office in town. I wonder if the same clerk helped the other
people on the list, those who got this package before me. Did they keep their receipts as sick
souvenirs? Tuck them in their underwear drawers? Pin them up on corkboards?I almost ask for
my receipt back. I almost say, “I’m sorry, can I have it after all?” As a reminder.But if I wanted a



reminder, I could’ve made copies of the tapes or saved the map. But I never want to hear those
tapes again, though her voice will never leave my head. And the houses, the streets, and the
high school will always be there to remind me.It’s out of my control now. The package is on its
way. I leave the post office without the receipt.Deep behind my left eyebrow, my head is still
pounding. Every swallow tastes sour, and the closer I get to school, the closer I come to
collapsing.I want to collapse. I want to fall on the sidewalk right there and drag myself into the ivy.
Because just beyond the ivy the sidewalk curves, following the outside of the school parking lot.
It cuts through the front lawn and into the main building. It leads through the front doors and
turns into a hallway, which meanders between rows of lockers and classrooms on both sides,
finally entering the always-open door to first period.At the front of the room, facing the students,
will be the desk of Mr. Porter. He’ll be the last to receive a package with no return address. And
in the middle of the room, one desk to the left, will be the desk of Hannah Baker.Empty.“Sir?” she
repeats. “How soon do you want it to get there?”I rub two fingers, hard, over my left eyebrow. The
throbbing has become intense. “It doesn’t matter,” I say.The clerk takes the package. The same
shoebox that sat on my porch less than twenty-four hours ago; rewrapped in a brown paper bag,
sealed with clear packing tape, exactly as I had received it. But now addressed with a new
name. The next name on Hannah Baker’s list.“Baker’s dozen,” I mumble. Then I feel disgusted
for even noticing it.“Excuse me?”I shake my head. “How much is it?”She places the box on a
rubber pad, then punches a sequence on her keypad.I set my cup of gas-station coffee on the
counter and glance at the screen. I pull a few bills from my wallet, dig some coins out of my
pocket, and place my money on the counter.“I don’t think the coffee’s kicked in yet,” she says.
“You’re missing a dollar.”I hand over the extra dollar, then rub the sleep from my eyes. The
coffee’s lukewarm when I take a sip, making it harder to gulp down. But I need to wake up
somehow.Or maybe not. Maybe it’s best to get through the day half-asleep. Maybe that’s the only
way to get through today.“It should arrive at this address tomorrow,” she says. “Maybe the day
after tomorrow.” Then she drops the box into a cart behind her.I should have waited till after
school. I should have given Jenny one final day of peace.Though she doesn’t deserve it.When
she gets home tomorrow, or the next day, she’ll find a package on her doorstep. Or if her mom or
dad or someone else gets there first, maybe she’ll find it on her bed. And she’ll be excited. I was
excited. A package with no return address? Did they forget, or was it intentional? Maybe from a
secret admirer?“Do you want your receipt?” the clerk asks.I shake my head.A small printer clicks
one out anyway. I watch her tear the slip across the serrated plastic and drop it into a
wastebasket.There’s only one post office in town. I wonder if the same clerk helped the other
people on the list, those who got this package before me. Did they keep their receipts as sick
souvenirs? Tuck them in their underwear drawers? Pin them up on corkboards?I almost ask for
my receipt back. I almost say, “I’m sorry, can I have it after all?” As a reminder.But if I wanted a
reminder, I could’ve made copies of the tapes or saved the map. But I never want to hear those
tapes again, though her voice will never leave my head. And the houses, the streets, and the
high school will always be there to remind me.It’s out of my control now. The package is on its



way. I leave the post office without the receipt.Deep behind my left eyebrow, my head is still
pounding. Every swallow tastes sour, and the closer I get to school, the closer I come to
collapsing.I want to collapse. I want to fall on the sidewalk right there and drag myself into the ivy.
Because just beyond the ivy the sidewalk curves, following the outside of the school parking lot.
It cuts through the front lawn and into the main building. It leads through the front doors and
turns into a hallway, which meanders between rows of lockers and classrooms on both sides,
finally entering the always-open door to first period.At the front of the room, facing the students,
will be the desk of Mr. Porter. He’ll be the last to receive a package with no return address. And
in the middle of the room, one desk to the left, will be the desk of Hannah Baker.Empty.Thirteen
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outside. A hurried scribble on the wrapping addresses the package to Clay Jensen, so I pick it
up and head inside.I take the package into the kitchen and set it on the counter. I slide open the
junk drawer and pull out a pair of scissors. Then I run a scissor blade around the package and lift
off its top. Inside the shoebox is a rolled-up tube of bubble-wrap. I unroll that and discover seven
loose audiotapes.Each tape has a dark blue number painted in the upper right-hand corner,
possibly with nail polish. Each side has its own number. One and two on the first tape, three and
four on the next, five and six, and so on. The last tape has a thirteen on one side, but nothing on
the back.Who would send me a shoebox full of audiotapes? No one listens to tapes anymore.



Do I even have a way to play them?The garage! The stereo on the workbench. My dad bought it
at a yard sale for almost nothing. It’s old, so he doesn’t care if it gets coated with sawdust or
splattered with paint. And best of all, it plays tapes.I drag a stool in front of the workbench, drop
my backpack to the floor, then sit down. I press Eject on the player. A plastic door eases open
and I slide in the first tape.YESTERDAYONE HOUR AFTER SCHOOLA shoebox-sized package
is propped against the front door at an angle. Our front door has a tiny slot to shove mail through,
but anything thicker than a bar of soap gets left outside. A hurried scribble on the wrapping
addresses the package to Clay Jensen, so I pick it up and head inside.I take the package into
the kitchen and set it on the counter. I slide open the junk drawer and pull out a pair of scissors.
Then I run a scissor blade around the package and lift off its top. Inside the shoebox is a rolled-
up tube of bubble-wrap. I unroll that and discover seven loose audiotapes.Each tape has a dark
blue number painted in the upper right-hand corner, possibly with nail polish. Each side has its
own number. One and two on the first tape, three and four on the next, five and six, and so on.
The last tape has a thirteen on one side, but nothing on the back.Who would send me a
shoebox full of audiotapes? No one listens to tapes anymore. Do I even have a way to play them?
The garage! The stereo on the workbench. My dad bought it at a yard sale for almost nothing. It’s
old, so he doesn’t care if it gets coated with sawdust or splattered with paint. And best of all, it
plays tapes.I drag a stool in front of the workbench, drop my backpack to the floor, then sit down.
I press Eject on the player. A plastic door eases open and I slide in the first tape.CASSETTE 1:
SIDE AHello, boys and girls. Hannah Baker here. Live and in stereo.I don’t believe it.No return
engagements. No encore. And this time, absolutely no requests.No, I can’t believe it. Hannah
Baker killed herself.I hope you’re ready, because I’m about to tell you the story of my life. More
specifically, why my life ended. And if you’re listening to these tapes, you’re one of the reasons
why.What? No!I’m not saying which tape brings you into the story. But fear not, if you received
this lovely little box, your name will pop up . . . I promise.Now, why would a dead girl lie?Hey!
That sounds like a joke. Why would a dead girl lie? Answer: Because she can’t stand up.Is this
some kind of twisted suicide note?Go ahead. Laugh.Oh well. I thought it was funny.Before
Hannah died, she recorded a bunch of tapes. Why?The rules are pretty simple. There are only
two. Rule number one: You listen. Number two: You pass it on. Hopefully, neither one will be easy
for you.“What’s that you’re playing?”“Mom!”I scramble for the stereo, hitting several buttons all at
once.“Mom, you scared me,” I say. “It’s nothing. A school project.”My go-to answer for anything.
Staying out late? School project. Need extra money? School project. And now, the tapes of a girl.
A girl who, two weeks ago, swallowed a handful of pills.School project.“Can I listen?” she
asks.“It’s not mine,” I say. I scrape the toe of my shoe against the concrete floor. “I’m helping a
friend. It’s for history. It’s boring.”“Well, that’s nice of you,” she says. She leans over my shoulder
and lifts a dusty rag, one of my old cloth diapers, to remove a tape measure hidden underneath.
Then she kisses my forehead. “I’ll leave you in peace.”I wait till the door clicks shut, then I place a
finger over the Play button. My fingers, my hands, my arms, my neck, everything feels hollow.
Not enough strength to press a single button on a stereo.I pick up the cloth diaper and drape it



over the shoebox to hide it from my eyes. I wish I’d never seen that box or the seven tapes inside
it. Hitting Play that first time was easy. A piece of cake. I had no idea what I was about to hear.But
this time, it’s one of the most frightening things I’ve ever done.I turn the volume down and press
Play.. . . one: You listen. Number two: You pass it on. Hopefully, neither one will be easy for
you.When you’re done listening to all thirteen sides—because there are thirteen sides to every
story—rewind the tapes, put them back in the box, and pass them on to whoever follows your
little tale. And you, lucky number thirteen, you can take the tapes straight to hell. Depending on
your religion, maybe I’ll see you there.In case you’re tempted to break the rules, understand that
I did make a copy of these tapes. Those copies will be released in a very public manner if this
package doesn’t make it through all of you.This was not a spur-of-the-moment decision.Do not
take me for granted . . . again.No. There’s no way she could think that.You are being watched.My
stomach squeezes in on itself, ready to make me throw up if I let it. Nearby, a plastic bucket sits
upside-down on a footstool. In two strides, if I need to, I can reach the handle and flip it over.I
hardly knew Hannah Baker. I mean, I wanted to. I wanted to know her more than I had the
chance. Over the summer, we worked together at the movie theater. And not long ago, at a party,
we made out. But we never had the chance to get closer. And not once did I take her for granted.
Not once.These tapes shouldn’t be here. Not with me. It has to be a mistake.Or a terrible joke.I
pull the trash can across the floor. Although I checked it once already, I check the wrapping
again. A return address has got to be here somewhere. Maybe I’m just overlooking it.Hannah
Baker’s suicide tapes are getting passed around. Someone made a copy and sent them to me
as a joke. Tomorrow at school, someone will laugh when they see me, or they’ll smirk and look
away. And then I’ll know.And then? What will I do then?I don’t know.I almost forgot. If you’re on
my list, you should’ve received a map.I let the wrapping fall back in the trash.I’m on the list.A few
weeks ago, just days before Hannah took the pills, someone slipped an envelope through the
vent of my locker. The outside of the envelope said: SAVE THIS—YOU’LL NEED IT in red felt-tip
marker. Inside was a folded up map of the city. About a dozen red stars marked different areas
around town.In elementary school, we used those same chamber of commerce maps to learn
about north, south, east, and west. Tiny blue numbers scattered around the map matched up
with business names listed in the margins.I kept Hannah’s map in my backpack. I meant to show
it around school to see if anyone else got one. To see if anyone knew what it meant. But over
time, it slid beneath my textbooks and notebooks and I forgot all about it.Till now.Throughout the
tapes, I’ll be mentioning several spots around our beloved city for you to visit. I can’t force you to
go there, but if you’d like a little more insight, just head for the stars. Or, if you’d like, just throw
the maps away and I’ll never know.As Hannah speaks through the dusty speakers, I feel the
weight of my backpack pressing against my leg. Inside, crushed somewhere at the bottom, is
her map.Or maybe I will. I’m not actually sure how this whole dead thing works. Who knows,
maybe I’m standing behind you right now.I lean forward, propping my elbows on the workbench.
I let my face fall into my hands and I slide my fingers back into unexpectedly damp hair.I’m sorry.
That wasn’t fair.Ready, Mr. Foley?Justin Foley. A senior. He was Hannah’s first kiss.But why do I



know that?Justin, honey, you were my very first kiss. My very first hand to hold. But you were
nothing more than an average guy. And I don’t say that to be mean—I don’t. There was just
something about you that made me need to be your girlfriend. To this day I don’t know exactly
what that was. But it was there . . . and it was amazingly strong.You don’t know this, but two years
ago when I was a freshman and you were a sophomore, I used to follow you around. For sixth
period, I worked in the attendance office, so I knew every one of your classes. I even
photocopied your schedule, which I’m sure I still have here somewhere. And when they go
through my belongings, they’ll probably toss it away thinking a freshman crush has no relevance.
But does it?For me, yes, it does. I went back as far as you to find an introduction to my story. And
this really is where it begins.So where am I on this list, among these stories? Second? Third?
Does it get worse as it goes along? She said lucky number thirteen could take the tapes to
hell.When you reach the end of these tapes, Justin, I hope you’ll understand your role in all of
this. Because it may seem like a small role now, but it matters. In the end, everything
matters.Betrayal. It’s one of the worst feelings.I know you didn’t mean to let me down. In fact,
most of you listening probably had no idea what you were doing—what you were truly
doing.What was I doing, Hannah? Because I honestly have no idea. That night, if it’s the night
I’m thinking of, was just as strange for me as it was for you. Maybe more so, since I still have no
idea what the hell happened.Our first red star can be found at C-4. Take your finger over to C
and drop it down to 4. That’s right, like Battleship. When you’re done with this tape, you should
go there. We only lived in that house a short while, the summer before my freshman year, but it’s
where we lived when we first came to town.And it’s where I first saw you, Justin. Maybe you’ll
remember. You were in love with my friend Kat. School was still two months away, and Kat was
the only person I knew because she lived right next door. She told me you were all over her the
previous year. Not literally all over her—just staring and accidentally bumping into her in the
halls.I mean, those were accidents, right?Kat told me that at the end-of-school dance, you finally
found the nerve to do more than stare and bump into her. The two of you danced every slow
song together. And soon, she told me, she was going to let you kiss her. The very first kiss of her
life. What an honor!The stories must be bad. Really bad. That’s the only reason the tapes are
passing on from one person to the next. Out of fear.Why would you want to mail out a bunch of
tapes blaming you in a suicide? You wouldn’t. But Hannah wants us, those of us on the list, to
hear what she has to say. And we’ll do what she says, passing the tapes on, if only to keep them
away from people not on the list.“The list.” It sounds like a secret club. An exclusive club.And for
some reason, I’m in it.I wanted to see what you looked like, Justin, so we called you from my
house and told you to come over. We called from my house because Kat didn’t want you to know
where she lived . . . well, not yet . . . even though her house was right next door.You were playing
ball—I don’t know if it was basketball, baseball, or what—but you couldn’t come over until later.
So we waited.Basketball. A lot of us played that summer, hoping to make JV as freshmen.
Justin, only a sophomore, had a spot waiting for him on varsity. So a lot of us played ball with him
in hopes of picking up skills over the summer. And some of us did.While some of us,



unfortunately, did not.We sat in my front bay window, talking for hours, when all of a sudden you
and one of your friends—hi, Zach!—came walking up the street.Zach? Zach Dempsey? The
only time I’ve seen Zach with Hannah, even momentarily, was the night I first met her.Two streets
meet in front of my old house like an upside-down T, so you were walking up the middle of the
road toward us.Wait. Wait. I need to think.I pick at a speck of dry orange paint on the workbench.
Why am I listening to this? I mean, why put myself through this? Why not just pop the tape out of
the stereo and throw the entire box of them in the trash?I swallow hard. Tears sting at the corners
of my eyes.Because it’s Hannah’s voice. A voice I thought I’d never hear again. I can’t throw that
away.And because of the rules. I look at the shoebox hidden beneath the cloth diaper. Hannah
said she made a copy of each of these tapes. But what if she didn’t? Maybe if the tapes stop, if I
don’t pass them on, that’s it. It’s over. Nothing happens.But what if there’s something on these
tapes that could hurt me? What if it’s not a trick? Then a second set of tapes will be released.
That’s what she said. And everyone will hear what’s on them.The spot of paint flakes off like a
scab.Who’s willing to test her bluff?You stepped out of the gutter and planted one foot on the
lawn. My dad had the sprinklers running all morning so the grass was wet and your foot slid
forward, sending you into a split. Zach had been staring at the window, trying to get a better view
of Kat’s new friend—yours truly—and he tripped over you, landing beside you on the curb.You
pushed him off and stood up. Then he stood up, and you both looked at each other, not sure of
what to do. And your decision? You ran back down the street while Kat and I laughed like crazy
in the window.I remember that. Kat thought it was so funny. She told me about it at her going-
away party that summer.The party where I first saw Hannah Baker.God. I thought she was so
pretty. And new to this town, that’s what really got me. Around the opposite sex, especially back
then, my tongue twisted into knots even a Boy Scout would walk away from. But around her I
could be the new and improved Clay Jensen, high school freshman.Kat moved away before the
start of school, and I fell in love with the boy she left behind. And it wasn’t long until that boy
started showing an interest in me. Which might have had something to do with the fact that I
seemed to always be around.We didn’t share any classes, but our classrooms for periods one,
four, and five were at least close to each other. Okay, so period five was a stretch, and
sometimes I wouldn’t get there until after you’d left, but periods one and four were at least in the
same hall.At Kat’s party, everyone hung around the outside patio even though it was cold. It was
probably the coldest night of the summer. And I, of course, forgot my jacket at home.After a
while, I managed to say hello. And a little while later, you managed to say it back. Then, one day,
I walked by you without saying a word. I knew you couldn’t handle that, and it led to our very first
multiword conversation.No, that’s not right. I left my jacket at home because I wanted everyone
to see my new shirt.What an idiot I was.“Hey!” you said. “Aren’t you going to say hello?”I smiled,
took a breath, then turned around. “Why should I?”“Because you always say hello.”I asked why
you thought you were such an expert on me. I said you probably didn’t know anything about
me.At Kat’s party, I bent down to tie my shoe during my first conversation with Hannah Baker.
And I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t tie my stupid shoelace because my fingers were too numb from the



cold.To Hannah’s credit, she offered to tie it for me. Of course, I wouldn’t let her. Instead, I waited
till Zach inserted himself into our awkward conversation before sneaking inside to thaw my
fingers beneath running water.So embarrassing.Earlier, when I asked my mom how to get a
boy’s attention, she said, “Play hard to get.” So that’s what I was doing. And sure enough, it
worked. You started hanging around my classes waiting for me.It seemed like weeks went by
before you finally asked for my number. But I knew you eventually would, so I practiced saying it
out loud. Real calm and confident like I didn’t really care. Like I gave it out a hundred times a
day.Yes, boys at my old school had asked for my number. But here, at my new school, you were
the first.No. That’s not true. But you were the first to actually get my number.It’s not that I didn’t
want to give it out before. I was just cautious. New town. New school. And this time, I was going
to be in control of how people saw me. After all, how often do we get a second chance?Before
you, Justin, whenever anyone asked, I’d say all the right numbers up until the very last one. And
then I’d get scared and mess up . . . sort of accidentally on purpose.I heave my backpack onto
my lap and unzip the largest pocket.I was getting way too excited watching you write down my
number. Luckily, you were way too nervous to notice. When I finally spat out that last number—
the correct number! —I smiled so big.Meanwhile, your hand was shaking so badly that I thought
you were going to screw it up. And I was not going to let that happen.I pull out her map and
unfold it on the workbench.I pointed at the number you were writing. “That should be a seven,” I
said.“It is a seven.”I use a wooden ruler to smooth out the creases.“Oh. Well, as long as you
know it’s a seven.”“I do,” you said. But you scratched it out anyway and made an even shakier
seven.I stretched the cuff of my sleeve into my palm and almost reached over to wipe the sweat
from your forehead . . . something my mother would’ve done. But thankfully, I didn’t do that. You
never would’ve asked another girl for her number again.Through the side garage door, Mom
calls my name. I lower the volume, ready to hit Stop if it opens.“Yes?”By the time I got home,
you’d already called. Twice.“I want you to keep working,” Mom says, “but I need to know if you’re
having dinner with us.”My mom asked who you were, and I said we had a class together. You
were probably just calling with a homework question. And she said that’s exactly what you had
told her.I look down at the first red star. C-4. I know where that is. But should I go there?I couldn’t
believe it. Justin, you lied to my mom.So why did that make me so happy?“No,” I say. “I’m
heading to a friend’s house. For his project.”Because our lies matched. It was a sign.“That’s fine,”
Mom says. “I’ll keep some in the fridge and you can heat it up later.”My mom asked what class
we had and I said math, which wasn’t a total lie. We both had math. Just not together. And not
the same type.“Good,” Mom said. “That’s what he told me.”I accused her of not trusting her own
daughter, grabbed the slip of paper with your number from her hand, and ran upstairs.I’ll go
there. To the first star. But before that, when this side of the tape is over, I’ll go to Tony’s.Tony
never upgraded his car stereo so he still plays tapes. That way, he says, he’s in control of the
music. If he gives someone a ride and they bring their own music, too bad. “The format’s not
compatible,” he tells them.When you answered the phone, I said, “Justin? It’s Hannah. My mom
said you called with a math problem.”Tony drives an old Mustang handed down from his brother,



who got it from his dad, who probably got it from his dad. At school there are few loves that
compare to the one between Tony and his car. More girls have dumped him out of car envy than
my lips have even kissed.You were confused, but eventually you remembered lying to my mom
and, like a good boy, you apologized.While Tony doesn’t classify as a close friend, we have
worked on a couple of assignments together so I know where he lives. And most important of all,
he owns an old Walkman that plays tapes. A yellow one with a skinny plastic headset that I’m
sure he’ll let me borrow. I’ll take a few tapes with me and listen to them as I walk through
Hannah’s old neighborhood, which is only a block or so from Tony’s.“So, Justin, what’s the math
problem?” I asked. You weren’t getting off that easy.Or maybe I’ll take the tapes somewhere else.
Somewhere private. Because I can’t listen here. Not that Mom or Dad will recognize the voice in
the speakers, but I need room. Room to breathe.And you didn’t miss a beat. You told me Train A
was leaving your house at 3:45 PM. Train B was leaving my house ten minutes later.You couldn’t
see this, Justin, but I actually raised my hand like I was in school rather than sitting on the edge
of my bed. “Pick me, Mr. Foley. Pick me,” I said. “I know the answer.”When you called my name,
“Yes, Miss Baker?” I threw Mom’s hard-to-get rule right out the window. I told you the two trains
met at Eisenhower Park at the bottom of the rocket slide.What did Hannah see in him? I never
got that. Even she admits she was unable to put her finger on it. But for an average-looking guy,
so many girls are into Justin.Sure, he is kind of tall. And maybe they find him intriguing. He’s
always looking out windows, contemplating something.A long pause at your end of the line,
Justin. And I mean a looooooong pause. “So, when do the trains meet?” you asked.“Fifteen
minutes,” I said.You said fifteen minutes seemed awfully slow for two trains going full
speed.Whoa. Slow down, Hannah.I know what you’re all thinking. Hannah Baker is a slut.Oops.
Did you catch that? I said, “Hannah Baker is.” Can’t say that anymore.She stops talking.I drag
the stool closer to the workbench. The two spindles in the tape deck, hidden behind a smoky
plastic window, pull the tape from one side to the other. A gentle hiss comes through the
speaker. A soft static hum.What is she thinking? At that moment, are her eyes shut? Is she
crying? Is her finger on the Stop button, hoping for the strength to press it? What is she doing? I
can’t hear!Wrong.Her voice is angry. Almost trembling.Hannah Baker is not, and never was, a
slut. Which begs the question, What have you heard?I simply wanted a kiss. I was a freshman
girl who had never been kissed. Never. But I liked a boy, he liked me, and I was going to kiss him.
That’s the story—the whole story—right there.What was the other story? Because I did hear
something.The few nights leading up to our meeting in the park, I’d had the same dream. Exactly
the same. From beginning to end. And for your listening pleasure, here it is.But first, a little
background.My old town had a park similar to Eisenhower Park in one way. They both had that
rocket ship. I’m sure it was made by the same company because they looked identical. A red
nose points to the sky. Metal bars run from the nose all the way down to green fins holding the
ship off the ground. Between the nose and the fins are three platforms, connected by three
ladders. On the top level is a steering wheel. On the mid level is a slide that leads down to the
playground.On many nights leading up to my first day of school here, I’d climb to the top of that



rocket and let my head fall back against the steering wheel. The night breeze blowing through
the bars calmed me. I’d just close my eyes and think of home.I climbed up there once, only once,
when I was five. I screamed and cried my head off and would not come down for anything. But
Dad was too big to fit through the holes. So he called the fire department, and they sent a female
firefighter up to get me. They must’ve had a lot of those rescues because, a few weeks ago, the
city announced plans to tear the rocket slide down.I think that’s the reason, in my dreams, my
first kiss took place at the rocket ship. It reminded me of innocence. And I wanted my first kiss to
be just that. Innocent.Maybe that’s why she didn’t red-star the park. The rocket might be gone
before the tapes make it through the entire list.So back to my dreams, which started the day you
began waiting outside my classroom door. The day I knew you liked me.Hannah took off her shirt
and let Justin put his hands up her bra. That’s it. That’s what I heard happened in the park that
night.But wait. Why would she do that in the middle of a park?The dream starts with me at the
top of the rocket, holding on to the steering wheel. It’s still a playground rocket, not a real one,
but every time I turn the wheel to the left, the trees in the park lift up their roots and sidestep it to
the left. When I turn the wheel to the right, they sidestep it to the right.Then I hear your voice
calling up from the ground. “Hannah! Hannah! Stop playing with the trees and come see me.”So
I leave the steering wheel and climb through the hole in the top platform. But when I reach the
next platform, my feet have grown so huge they won’t fit through the next hole.Big feet?
Seriously? I’m not into dream analysis, but maybe she was wondering if Justin had a big one.I
poke my head through the bars and shout, “My feet are too big. Do you still want me to come
down?”“I love big feet,” you shout back. “Come down the slide and see me. I’ll catch you.”So I sit
on the slide and push off. But the wind resistance on my feet makes me go so slow. In the time it
takes me to reach the bottom of the slide, I’ve noticed that your feet are extremely small. Almost
nonexistent.I knew it!You walk to the end of the slide with your arms out, ready to catch me. And
wouldn’t you know it, when I jump off, my huge feet don’t step on your little feet.“See? We were
made for each other,” you say. Then you lean in to kiss me. Your lips getting closer . . . and
closer . . . and . . . I wake up.Every night for a week I woke up in the exact same about-to-be-
kissed spot. But now, Justin, I would finally be meeting you. At that park. At the bottom of that
slide. And damn it, you were going to kiss the hell out of me whether you liked it or not.Hannah, if
you kissed back then like you kissed at the party, trust me, he liked it.I told you to meet me there
in fifteen minutes. Of course, I only said that to make sure I got there before you. By the time you
walked into the park, I wanted to be inside that rocket and all the way up, just like in my dreams.
And that’s how it happened . . . minus the dancing trees and funky feet.From my viewpoint at the
top of the rocket, I saw you come in at the far end of the park. You checked your watch every few
steps and walked over to the slide, looking all around, but never up.So I spun the steering wheel
as hard as I could to make it rattle. You took a step back, looked up, and called my name. But
don’t worry, even though I wanted to live out my dream, I didn’t expect you to know every single
line and tell me to stop playing with the trees and come down.“Be right down,” I said.But you told
me to stop. You’d climb up to where I was.So I shouted back, “No! Let me take the slide.”Then



you repeated those magical, dreamlike words, “I’ll catch you.”Definitely beats my first kiss.
Seventh grade, Andrea Williams, behind the gym after school. She came over to my table at
lunch, whispered the proposition in my ear, and I had a hard-on for the rest of the day.When the
kiss was over, three strawberry-lip-gloss seconds later, she turned and ran away. I peeked
around the gym and watched two of her friends each hand her a five-dollar bill. I couldn’t believe
it! My lips were a ten-dollar bet.Was that good or bad? Probably bad, I decided.But I’ve loved
strawberry lip gloss ever since.I couldn’t help smiling as I climbed down the top ladder. I sat
myself on the slide—my heart racing. This was it. All my friends back home had their first kisses
in middle school. Mine was waiting for me at the bottom of a slide, exactly as I wanted it. All I had
to do was push off.And I did.I know it didn’t really happen like this, but when I look back, it all
happens in slow motion. The push. The slide. My hair flying behind me. You raising your arms to
catch me. Me raising mine so you could.So when did you decide to kiss me, Justin? Was it
during your walk to the park? Or did it simply happen when I slid into your arms?Okay, who out
there wants to know my very first thought during my very first kiss? Here it is: Somebody’s been
eating chilidogs.Nice one, Justin.I’m sorry. It wasn’t that bad, but it was the first thing I thought.I’ll
take strawberry lip gloss any day.I was so anxious about what kind of kiss it would be— because
my friends back home described so many types—and it turned out to be the beautiful kind. You
didn’t shove your tongue down my throat. You didn’t grab my butt. We just held our lips
together . . . and kissed.And that’s it.Wait. Stop. Don’t rewind. There’s no need to go back
because you didn’t miss a thing. Let me repeat myself. That . . . is . . . all . . . that . . .
happened.Why, did you hear something else?A shiver races up my spine.Yes, I did. We all
did.Well, you’re right. Something did happen. Justin grabbed my hand, we walked over to the
swings, and we swung. Then he kissed me again the very same way.Then? And then, Hannah?
What happened then?Then . . . we left. He went one way. I went the other.Oh. So sorry. You
wanted something sexier, didn’t you? You wanted to hear how my itchy little fingers started
playing with his zipper. You wanted to hear . . .Well, what did you want to hear? Because I’ve
heard so many stories that I don’t know which one is the most popular. But I do know which is
the least popular.The truth.Now, the truth is the one you won’t forget.I can still see Justin
huddled among his friends at school. I remember Hannah walking by, and the whole group
stopped talking. They averted their eyes. And when she passed, they started laughing.But why
do I remember this?Because I wanted to talk to Hannah so many times after Kat’s going-away
party, but I was too shy. Too afraid. Watching Justin and his friends that day, I got the sense that
there was more to her than I knew.Then, later, I heard about her getting felt up at the rocket slide.
And she was so new to school that the rumors overshadowed everything else I knew about
her.Hannah was beyond me, I figured. Too experienced to even think about me.So thank you,
Justin. Sincerely. My very first kiss was wonderful. And for the month or so that we lasted, and
everywhere that we went, the kisses were wonderful. You were wonderful.But then you started
bragging.A week went by and I heard nothing. But eventually, as they always will, the rumors
reached me. And everyone knows you can’t disprove a rumor.I know. I know what you’re thinking.



As I was telling the story, I was thinking the same thing myself. A kiss? A rumor based on a kiss
made you do this to yourself?No. A rumor based on a kiss ruined a memory that I hoped would
be special. A rumor based on a kiss started a reputation that other people believed in and
reacted to. And sometimes, a rumor based on a kiss has a snowball effect.A rumor, based on a
kiss, is just the beginning.Turn the tape over for more.I reach for the stereo, ready to press
Stop.And Justin, honey, stick around. You’re not going to believe where your name pops up
next.I hold my finger over the button, listening to the soft hum in the speakers, the faint squeak of
the spindles winding the tape, waiting for her voice to return.But it doesn’t. The story is
over.When I get to Tony’s, his Mustang is parked against the curb in front of his house. The hood
is propped open, and he and his dad are leaning over the engine. Tony holds a small flashlight
while his dad tightens something deep inside with a wrench.“Did it break down,” I ask, “or is this
just for fun?”Tony glances over his shoulder and, when he sees me, drops the flashlight into the
engine. “Damn.”His dad stands up and wipes his oily hands across the front of his greased-up T-
shirt. “Are you kidding? It’s always fun.” He looks at Tony and winks. “It’s even more fun when it’s
something serious.”Scowling, Tony reaches in for the flashlight. “Dad, you remember
Clay.”“Sure,” his dad says. “Of course. Good to see you again.” He doesn’t reach forward to
shake my hand. And with the amount of grease smeared onto his shirt, I’m not offended.But he’s
faking it. He doesn’t remember me.“Oh, hey,” his dad says, “I do remember you. You stayed for
dinner once, right? Big on the ‘please’ and ‘thankyous’.”I smile.“After you left, Tony’s mom was
after us for a week to be more polite.”What can I say? Parents like me.“Yeah, that’s him,” Tony
says. He grabs a shop rag to clean his hands. “So what’s going on, Clay?”I repeat his words in
my head. What’s going on? What’s going on? Oh, well, since you asked, I got a bunch of tapes
in the mail today from a girl who killed herself. Apparently, I had something to do with it. I’m not
sure what that is, so I was wondering if I could borrow your Walkman to find out.“Not much,” I
say.His dad asks if I’d mind getting in the car and starting it for them. “The key’s in the ignition.”I
sling my backpack over to the passenger seat and slide in behind the wheel.“Wait. Wait!” his dad
yells. “Tony, shine it over here.”Tony’s standing beside the car. Watching me. When our eyes
meet, they lock and I can’t pull away. Does he know? Does he know about the tapes?“Tony,” his
dad repeats. “The light.”Tony breaks the stare and leans in with the flashlight. In the space
between the dash and the hood, his gaze slips back and forth from me to the engine.What if he’s
on the tapes? What if his story is right before mine? Is he the one who sent them to me?God, I
am freaking out. Maybe he doesn’t know. Maybe I just look guilty of something and he’s picking
up on that.While I wait for the cue to start the car, I look around. Behind the passenger seat, on
the floor, is the Walkman. It’s just sitting there. The headphones’ cord is wrapped tightly around
the player. But what’s my excuse? Why do I need it?“Tony, here, take the wrench and let me hold
the flashlight,” his dad says. “You’re jiggling it too much.”They swap flashlight for wrench and, at
that moment, I grab for the Walkman. Just like that. Without thinking. The middle pocket of my
backpack is open, so I stuff it in there and zip it shut.“Okay, Clay,” his dad calls. “Turn it.”I turn the
key and the engine starts right up.Through the gap above the dash, I watch his dad’s smile.



Whatever he’s done, he’s satisfied. “A little fine-tuning to make her sing,” he says over the engine.
“You can shut it off now, Clay.”Tony lowers the hood and clicks it shut. “I’ll see you inside,
Dad.”His dad nods, lifts a metal toolbox from the street, bundles up some greasy rags, then
heads for the garage.I pull my backpack over my shoulder and step out of the car.“Thanks,” Tony
says. “If you didn’t show up, we’d probably be out here all night.”I slip my arm through the other
strap and adjust the backpack. “I needed to get out of the house,” I say. “My mom was getting on
my nerves.”Tony looks at the garage. “Tell me about it,” he says. “I need to start my homework
and my dad wants to tinker under the hood some more.”The streetlamp overhead flickers on.“So,
Clay,” he says, “what’d you come out here for?”I feel the weight of the Walkman in my
backpack.“I was just walking by and saw you outside. Thought I’d say hi.”His eyes stare a little
too long, so I look over at his car.“I’m heading to Rosie’s to see what’s up,” he says. “Can I give
you a lift?”“Thanks,” I say, “but I’m only walking a few blocks.”He shoves his hands into his
pockets. “Where you off to?”God, I hope he’s not on the list. But what if he is? What if he already
listened to the tapes and knows exactly what’s going on in my head? What if he knows exactly
where I’m going? Or worse, what if he hasn’t received the tapes yet? What if they get sent to him
further down the line?If that’s the case, he’ll remember this moment. He’ll remember my stalling.
My not wanting to tip him off or warn him.“Nowhere,” I say. I put my hands in my pockets, too. “So,
you know, I guess I’ll see you tomorrow.”He doesn’t say a word. Just watches me turn to leave. At
any moment I expect him to yell, “Hey! Where’s my Walkman?” But he doesn’t. It’s a clean
getaway.I take a right at the first corner and continue walking. I hear the car’s engine start and
the crunch of gravel as the wheels of his Mustang roll forward. Then he steps on the gas,
crosses the street behind me, and keeps going.I slide my backpack off my shoulders and down
to the sidewalk. I pull out the Walkman. I unwrap the cord and slip the yellow plastic headphones
over my head, pushing the tiny speaker nubs into my ears. Inside my backpack are the first four
tapes, which are one or two more than I’ll probably have time to listen to tonight. The rest I left at
home.I unzip the smallest pocket and remove the first tape. Then I slide it into the deck, B-side
out, and shut the plastic door.CASSETTE 1: SIDE AHello, boys and girls. Hannah Baker here.
Live and in stereo.I don’t believe it.No return engagements. No encore. And this time, absolutely
no requests.No, I can’t believe it. Hannah Baker killed herself.I hope you’re ready, because I’m
about to tell you the story of my life. More specifically, why my life ended. And if you’re listening to
these tapes, you’re one of the reasons why.What? No!I’m not saying which tape brings you into
the story. But fear not, if you received this lovely little box, your name will pop up . . . I
promise.Now, why would a dead girl lie?Hey! That sounds like a joke. Why would a dead girl lie?
Answer: Because she can’t stand up.Is this some kind of twisted suicide note?Go ahead.
Laugh.Oh well. I thought it was funny.Before Hannah died, she recorded a bunch of tapes. Why?
The rules are pretty simple. There are only two. Rule number one: You listen. Number two: You
pass it on. Hopefully, neither one will be easy for you.“What’s that you’re playing?”“Mom!”I
scramble for the stereo, hitting several buttons all at once.“Mom, you scared me,” I say. “It’s
nothing. A school project.”My go-to answer for anything. Staying out late? School project. Need



extra money? School project. And now, the tapes of a girl. A girl who, two weeks ago, swallowed
a handful of pills.School project.“Can I listen?” she asks.“It’s not mine,” I say. I scrape the toe of
my shoe against the concrete floor. “I’m helping a friend. It’s for history. It’s boring.”“Well, that’s
nice of you,” she says. She leans over my shoulder and lifts a dusty rag, one of my old cloth
diapers, to remove a tape measure hidden underneath. Then she kisses my forehead. “I’ll leave
you in peace.”I wait till the door clicks shut, then I place a finger over the Play button. My fingers,
my hands, my arms, my neck, everything feels hollow. Not enough strength to press a single
button on a stereo.I pick up the cloth diaper and drape it over the shoebox to hide it from my
eyes. I wish I’d never seen that box or the seven tapes inside it. Hitting Play that first time was
easy. A piece of cake. I had no idea what I was about to hear.But this time, it’s one of the most
frightening things I’ve ever done.I turn the volume down and press Play.. . . one: You listen.
Number two: You pass it on. Hopefully, neither one will be easy for you.When you’re done
listening to all thirteen sides—because there are thirteen sides to every story—rewind the tapes,
put them back in the box, and pass them on to whoever follows your little tale. And you, lucky
number thirteen, you can take the tapes straight to hell. Depending on your religion, maybe I’ll
see you there.In case you’re tempted to break the rules, understand that I did make a copy of
these tapes. Those copies will be released in a very public manner if this package doesn’t make
it through all of you.This was not a spur-of-the-moment decision.Do not take me for granted . . .
again.No. There’s no way she could think that.You are being watched.My stomach squeezes in
on itself, ready to make me throw up if I let it. Nearby, a plastic bucket sits upside-down on a
footstool. In two strides, if I need to, I can reach the handle and flip it over.I hardly knew Hannah
Baker. I mean, I wanted to. I wanted to know her more than I had the chance. Over the summer,
we worked together at the movie theater. And not long ago, at a party, we made out. But we
never had the chance to get closer. And not once did I take her for granted. Not once.These
tapes shouldn’t be here. Not with me. It has to be a mistake.Or a terrible joke.I pull the trash can
across the floor. Although I checked it once already, I check the wrapping again. A return
address has got to be here somewhere. Maybe I’m just overlooking it.Hannah Baker’s suicide
tapes are getting passed around. Someone made a copy and sent them to me as a joke.
Tomorrow at school, someone will laugh when they see me, or they’ll smirk and look away. And
then I’ll know.And then? What will I do then?I don’t know.I almost forgot. If you’re on my list, you
should’ve received a map.I let the wrapping fall back in the trash.I’m on the list.A few weeks ago,
just days before Hannah took the pills, someone slipped an envelope through the vent of my
locker. The outside of the envelope said: SAVE THIS—YOU’LL NEED IT in red felt-tip marker.
Inside was a folded up map of the city. About a dozen red stars marked different areas around
town.In elementary school, we used those same chamber of commerce maps to learn about
north, south, east, and west. Tiny blue numbers scattered around the map matched up with
business names listed in the margins.I kept Hannah’s map in my backpack. I meant to show it
around school to see if anyone else got one. To see if anyone knew what it meant. But over time,
it slid beneath my textbooks and notebooks and I forgot all about it.Till now.Throughout the



tapes, I’ll be mentioning several spots around our beloved city for you to visit. I can’t force you to
go there, but if you’d like a little more insight, just head for the stars. Or, if you’d like, just throw
the maps away and I’ll never know.As Hannah speaks through the dusty speakers, I feel the
weight of my backpack pressing against my leg. Inside, crushed somewhere at the bottom, is
her map.Or maybe I will. I’m not actually sure how this whole dead thing works. Who knows,
maybe I’m standing behind you right now.I lean forward, propping my elbows on the workbench.
I let my face fall into my hands and I slide my fingers back into unexpectedly damp hair.I’m sorry.
That wasn’t fair.Ready, Mr. Foley?Justin Foley. A senior. He was Hannah’s first kiss.But why do I
know that?Justin, honey, you were my very first kiss. My very first hand to hold. But you were
nothing more than an average guy. And I don’t say that to be mean—I don’t. There was just
something about you that made me need to be your girlfriend. To this day I don’t know exactly
what that was. But it was there . . . and it was amazingly strong.You don’t know this, but two years
ago when I was a freshman and you were a sophomore, I used to follow you around. For sixth
period, I worked in the attendance office, so I knew every one of your classes. I even
photocopied your schedule, which I’m sure I still have here somewhere. And when they go
through my belongings, they’ll probably toss it away thinking a freshman crush has no relevance.
But does it?For me, yes, it does. I went back as far as you to find an introduction to my story. And
this really is where it begins.So where am I on this list, among these stories? Second? Third?
Does it get worse as it goes along? She said lucky number thirteen could take the tapes to
hell.When you reach the end of these tapes, Justin, I hope you’ll understand your role in all of
this. Because it may seem like a small role now, but it matters. In the end, everything
matters.Betrayal. It’s one of the worst feelings.I know you didn’t mean to let me down. In fact,
most of you listening probably had no idea what you were doing—what you were truly
doing.What was I doing, Hannah? Because I honestly have no idea. That night, if it’s the night
I’m thinking of, was just as strange for me as it was for you. Maybe more so, since I still have no
idea what the hell happened.Our first red star can be found at C-4. Take your finger over to C
and drop it down to 4. That’s right, like Battleship. When you’re done with this tape, you should
go there. We only lived in that house a short while, the summer before my freshman year, but it’s
where we lived when we first came to town.And it’s where I first saw you, Justin. Maybe you’ll
remember. You were in love with my friend Kat. School was still two months away, and Kat was
the only person I knew because she lived right next door. She told me you were all over her the
previous year. Not literally all over her—just staring and accidentally bumping into her in the
halls.I mean, those were accidents, right?Kat told me that at the end-of-school dance, you finally
found the nerve to do more than stare and bump into her. The two of you danced every slow
song together. And soon, she told me, she was going to let you kiss her. The very first kiss of her
life. What an honor!The stories must be bad. Really bad. That’s the only reason the tapes are
passing on from one person to the next. Out of fear.Why would you want to mail out a bunch of
tapes blaming you in a suicide? You wouldn’t. But Hannah wants us, those of us on the list, to
hear what she has to say. And we’ll do what she says, passing the tapes on, if only to keep them



away from people not on the list.“The list.” It sounds like a secret club. An exclusive club.And for
some reason, I’m in it.I wanted to see what you looked like, Justin, so we called you from my
house and told you to come over. We called from my house because Kat didn’t want you to know
where she lived . . . well, not yet . . . even though her house was right next door.You were playing
ball—I don’t know if it was basketball, baseball, or what—but you couldn’t come over until later.
So we waited.Basketball. A lot of us played that summer, hoping to make JV as freshmen.
Justin, only a sophomore, had a spot waiting for him on varsity. So a lot of us played ball with him
in hopes of picking up skills over the summer. And some of us did.While some of us,
unfortunately, did not.We sat in my front bay window, talking for hours, when all of a sudden you
and one of your friends—hi, Zach!—came walking up the street.Zach? Zach Dempsey? The
only time I’ve seen Zach with Hannah, even momentarily, was the night I first met her.Two streets
meet in front of my old house like an upside-down T, so you were walking up the middle of the
road toward us.Wait. Wait. I need to think.I pick at a speck of dry orange paint on the workbench.
Why am I listening to this? I mean, why put myself through this? Why not just pop the tape out of
the stereo and throw the entire box of them in the trash?I swallow hard. Tears sting at the corners
of my eyes.Because it’s Hannah’s voice. A voice I thought I’d never hear again. I can’t throw that
away.And because of the rules. I look at the shoebox hidden beneath the cloth diaper. Hannah
said she made a copy of each of these tapes. But what if she didn’t? Maybe if the tapes stop, if I
don’t pass them on, that’s it. It’s over. Nothing happens.But what if there’s something on these
tapes that could hurt me? What if it’s not a trick? Then a second set of tapes will be released.
That’s what she said. And everyone will hear what’s on them.The spot of paint flakes off like a
scab.Who’s willing to test her bluff?You stepped out of the gutter and planted one foot on the
lawn. My dad had the sprinklers running all morning so the grass was wet and your foot slid
forward, sending you into a split. Zach had been staring at the window, trying to get a better view
of Kat’s new friend—yours truly—and he tripped over you, landing beside you on the curb.You
pushed him off and stood up. Then he stood up, and you both looked at each other, not sure of
what to do. And your decision? You ran back down the street while Kat and I laughed like crazy
in the window.I remember that. Kat thought it was so funny. She told me about it at her going-
away party that summer.The party where I first saw Hannah Baker.God. I thought she was so
pretty. And new to this town, that’s what really got me. Around the opposite sex, especially back
then, my tongue twisted into knots even a Boy Scout would walk away from. But around her I
could be the new and improved Clay Jensen, high school freshman.Kat moved away before the
start of school, and I fell in love with the boy she left behind. And it wasn’t long until that boy
started showing an interest in me. Which might have had something to do with the fact that I
seemed to always be around.We didn’t share any classes, but our classrooms for periods one,
four, and five were at least close to each other. Okay, so period five was a stretch, and
sometimes I wouldn’t get there until after you’d left, but periods one and four were at least in the
same hall.At Kat’s party, everyone hung around the outside patio even though it was cold. It was
probably the coldest night of the summer. And I, of course, forgot my jacket at home.After a



while, I managed to say hello. And a little while later, you managed to say it back. Then, one day,
I walked by you without saying a word. I knew you couldn’t handle that, and it led to our very first
multiword conversation.No, that’s not right. I left my jacket at home because I wanted everyone
to see my new shirt.What an idiot I was.“Hey!” you said. “Aren’t you going to say hello?”I smiled,
took a breath, then turned around. “Why should I?”“Because you always say hello.”I asked why
you thought you were such an expert on me. I said you probably didn’t know anything about
me.At Kat’s party, I bent down to tie my shoe during my first conversation with Hannah Baker.
And I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t tie my stupid shoelace because my fingers were too numb from the
cold.To Hannah’s credit, she offered to tie it for me. Of course, I wouldn’t let her. Instead, I waited
till Zach inserted himself into our awkward conversation before sneaking inside to thaw my
fingers beneath running water.So embarrassing.Earlier, when I asked my mom how to get a
boy’s attention, she said, “Play hard to get.” So that’s what I was doing. And sure enough, it
worked. You started hanging around my classes waiting for me.It seemed like weeks went by
before you finally asked for my number. But I knew you eventually would, so I practiced saying it
out loud. Real calm and confident like I didn’t really care. Like I gave it out a hundred times a
day.Yes, boys at my old school had asked for my number. But here, at my new school, you were
the first.No. That’s not true. But you were the first to actually get my number.It’s not that I didn’t
want to give it out before. I was just cautious. New town. New school. And this time, I was going
to be in control of how people saw me. After all, how often do we get a second chance?Before
you, Justin, whenever anyone asked, I’d say all the right numbers up until the very last one. And
then I’d get scared and mess up . . . sort of accidentally on purpose.I heave my backpack onto
my lap and unzip the largest pocket.I was getting way too excited watching you write down my
number. Luckily, you were way too nervous to notice. When I finally spat out that last number—
the correct number! —I smiled so big.Meanwhile, your hand was shaking so badly that I thought
you were going to screw it up. And I was not going to let that happen.I pull out her map and
unfold it on the workbench.I pointed at the number you were writing. “That should be a seven,” I
said.“It is a seven.”I use a wooden ruler to smooth out the creases.“Oh. Well, as long as you
know it’s a seven.”“I do,” you said. But you scratched it out anyway and made an even shakier
seven.I stretched the cuff of my sleeve into my palm and almost reached over to wipe the sweat
from your forehead . . . something my mother would’ve done. But thankfully, I didn’t do that. You
never would’ve asked another girl for her number again.Through the side garage door, Mom
calls my name. I lower the volume, ready to hit Stop if it opens.“Yes?”By the time I got home,
you’d already called. Twice.“I want you to keep working,” Mom says, “but I need to know if you’re
having dinner with us.”My mom asked who you were, and I said we had a class together. You
were probably just calling with a homework question. And she said that’s exactly what you had
told her.I look down at the first red star. C-4. I know where that is. But should I go there?I couldn’t
believe it. Justin, you lied to my mom.So why did that make me so happy?“No,” I say. “I’m
heading to a friend’s house. For his project.”Because our lies matched. It was a sign.“That’s fine,”
Mom says. “I’ll keep some in the fridge and you can heat it up later.”My mom asked what class



we had and I said math, which wasn’t a total lie. We both had math. Just not together. And not
the same type.“Good,” Mom said. “That’s what he told me.”I accused her of not trusting her own
daughter, grabbed the slip of paper with your number from her hand, and ran upstairs.I’ll go
there. To the first star. But before that, when this side of the tape is over, I’ll go to Tony’s.Tony
never upgraded his car stereo so he still plays tapes. That way, he says, he’s in control of the
music. If he gives someone a ride and they bring their own music, too bad. “The format’s not
compatible,” he tells them.When you answered the phone, I said, “Justin? It’s Hannah. My mom
said you called with a math problem.”Tony drives an old Mustang handed down from his brother,
who got it from his dad, who probably got it from his dad. At school there are few loves that
compare to the one between Tony and his car. More girls have dumped him out of car envy than
my lips have even kissed.You were confused, but eventually you remembered lying to my mom
and, like a good boy, you apologized.While Tony doesn’t classify as a close friend, we have
worked on a couple of assignments together so I know where he lives. And most important of all,
he owns an old Walkman that plays tapes. A yellow one with a skinny plastic headset that I’m
sure he’ll let me borrow. I’ll take a few tapes with me and listen to them as I walk through
Hannah’s old neighborhood, which is only a block or so from Tony’s.“So, Justin, what’s the math
problem?” I asked. You weren’t getting off that easy.Or maybe I’ll take the tapes somewhere else.
Somewhere private. Because I can’t listen here. Not that Mom or Dad will recognize the voice in
the speakers, but I need room. Room to breathe.And you didn’t miss a beat. You told me Train A
was leaving your house at 3:45 PM. Train B was leaving my house ten minutes later.You couldn’t
see this, Justin, but I actually raised my hand like I was in school rather than sitting on the edge
of my bed. “Pick me, Mr. Foley. Pick me,” I said. “I know the answer.”When you called my name,
“Yes, Miss Baker?” I threw Mom’s hard-to-get rule right out the window. I told you the two trains
met at Eisenhower Park at the bottom of the rocket slide.What did Hannah see in him? I never
got that. Even she admits she was unable to put her finger on it. But for an average-looking guy,
so many girls are into Justin.Sure, he is kind of tall. And maybe they find him intriguing. He’s
always looking out windows, contemplating something.A long pause at your end of the line,
Justin. And I mean a looooooong pause. “So, when do the trains meet?” you asked.“Fifteen
minutes,” I said.You said fifteen minutes seemed awfully slow for two trains going full
speed.Whoa. Slow down, Hannah.I know what you’re all thinking. Hannah Baker is a slut.Oops.
Did you catch that? I said, “Hannah Baker is.” Can’t say that anymore.She stops talking.I drag
the stool closer to the workbench. The two spindles in the tape deck, hidden behind a smoky
plastic window, pull the tape from one side to the other. A gentle hiss comes through the
speaker. A soft static hum.What is she thinking? At that moment, are her eyes shut? Is she
crying? Is her finger on the Stop button, hoping for the strength to press it? What is she doing? I
can’t hear!Wrong.Her voice is angry. Almost trembling.Hannah Baker is not, and never was, a
slut. Which begs the question, What have you heard?I simply wanted a kiss. I was a freshman
girl who had never been kissed. Never. But I liked a boy, he liked me, and I was going to kiss him.
That’s the story—the whole story—right there.What was the other story? Because I did hear



something.The few nights leading up to our meeting in the park, I’d had the same dream. Exactly
the same. From beginning to end. And for your listening pleasure, here it is.But first, a little
background.My old town had a park similar to Eisenhower Park in one way. They both had that
rocket ship. I’m sure it was made by the same company because they looked identical. A red
nose points to the sky. Metal bars run from the nose all the way down to green fins holding the
ship off the ground. Between the nose and the fins are three platforms, connected by three
ladders. On the top level is a steering wheel. On the mid level is a slide that leads down to the
playground.On many nights leading up to my first day of school here, I’d climb to the top of that
rocket and let my head fall back against the steering wheel. The night breeze blowing through
the bars calmed me. I’d just close my eyes and think of home.I climbed up there once, only once,
when I was five. I screamed and cried my head off and would not come down for anything. But
Dad was too big to fit through the holes. So he called the fire department, and they sent a female
firefighter up to get me. They must’ve had a lot of those rescues because, a few weeks ago, the
city announced plans to tear the rocket slide down.I think that’s the reason, in my dreams, my
first kiss took place at the rocket ship. It reminded me of innocence. And I wanted my first kiss to
be just that. Innocent.Maybe that’s why she didn’t red-star the park. The rocket might be gone
before the tapes make it through the entire list.So back to my dreams, which started the day you
began waiting outside my classroom door. The day I knew you liked me.Hannah took off her shirt
and let Justin put his hands up her bra. That’s it. That’s what I heard happened in the park that
night.But wait. Why would she do that in the middle of a park?The dream starts with me at the
top of the rocket, holding on to the steering wheel. It’s still a playground rocket, not a real one,
but every time I turn the wheel to the left, the trees in the park lift up their roots and sidestep it to
the left. When I turn the wheel to the right, they sidestep it to the right.Then I hear your voice
calling up from the ground. “Hannah! Hannah! Stop playing with the trees and come see me.”So
I leave the steering wheel and climb through the hole in the top platform. But when I reach the
next platform, my feet have grown so huge they won’t fit through the next hole.Big feet?
Seriously? I’m not into dream analysis, but maybe she was wondering if Justin had a big one.I
poke my head through the bars and shout, “My feet are too big. Do you still want me to come
down?”“I love big feet,” you shout back. “Come down the slide and see me. I’ll catch you.”So I sit
on the slide and push off. But the wind resistance on my feet makes me go so slow. In the time it
takes me to reach the bottom of the slide, I’ve noticed that your feet are extremely small. Almost
nonexistent.I knew it!You walk to the end of the slide with your arms out, ready to catch me. And
wouldn’t you know it, when I jump off, my huge feet don’t step on your little feet.“See? We were
made for each other,” you say. Then you lean in to kiss me. Your lips getting closer . . . and
closer . . . and . . . I wake up.Every night for a week I woke up in the exact same about-to-be-
kissed spot. But now, Justin, I would finally be meeting you. At that park. At the bottom of that
slide. And damn it, you were going to kiss the hell out of me whether you liked it or not.Hannah, if
you kissed back then like you kissed at the party, trust me, he liked it.I told you to meet me there
in fifteen minutes. Of course, I only said that to make sure I got there before you. By the time you



walked into the park, I wanted to be inside that rocket and all the way up, just like in my dreams.
And that’s how it happened . . . minus the dancing trees and funky feet.From my viewpoint at the
top of the rocket, I saw you come in at the far end of the park. You checked your watch every few
steps and walked over to the slide, looking all around, but never up.So I spun the steering wheel
as hard as I could to make it rattle. You took a step back, looked up, and called my name. But
don’t worry, even though I wanted to live out my dream, I didn’t expect you to know every single
line and tell me to stop playing with the trees and come down.“Be right down,” I said.But you told
me to stop. You’d climb up to where I was.So I shouted back, “No! Let me take the slide.”Then
you repeated those magical, dreamlike words, “I’ll catch you.”Definitely beats my first kiss.
Seventh grade, Andrea Williams, behind the gym after school. She came over to my table at
lunch, whispered the proposition in my ear, and I had a hard-on for the rest of the day.When the
kiss was over, three strawberry-lip-gloss seconds later, she turned and ran away. I peeked
around the gym and watched two of her friends each hand her a five-dollar bill. I couldn’t believe
it! My lips were a ten-dollar bet.Was that good or bad? Probably bad, I decided.But I’ve loved
strawberry lip gloss ever since.I couldn’t help smiling as I climbed down the top ladder. I sat
myself on the slide—my heart racing. This was it. All my friends back home had their first kisses
in middle school. Mine was waiting for me at the bottom of a slide, exactly as I wanted it. All I had
to do was push off.And I did.I know it didn’t really happen like this, but when I look back, it all
happens in slow motion. The push. The slide. My hair flying behind me. You raising your arms to
catch me. Me raising mine so you could.So when did you decide to kiss me, Justin? Was it
during your walk to the park? Or did it simply happen when I slid into your arms?Okay, who out
there wants to know my very first thought during my very first kiss? Here it is: Somebody’s been
eating chilidogs.Nice one, Justin.I’m sorry. It wasn’t that bad, but it was the first thing I thought.I’ll
take strawberry lip gloss any day.I was so anxious about what kind of kiss it would be— because
my friends back home described so many types—and it turned out to be the beautiful kind. You
didn’t shove your tongue down my throat. You didn’t grab my butt. We just held our lips
together . . . and kissed.And that’s it.Wait. Stop. Don’t rewind. There’s no need to go back
because you didn’t miss a thing. Let me repeat myself. That . . . is . . . all . . . that . . .
happened.Why, did you hear something else?A shiver races up my spine.Yes, I did. We all
did.Well, you’re right. Something did happen. Justin grabbed my hand, we walked over to the
swings, and we swung. Then he kissed me again the very same way.Then? And then, Hannah?
What happened then?Then . . . we left. He went one way. I went the other.Oh. So sorry. You
wanted something sexier, didn’t you? You wanted to hear how my itchy little fingers started
playing with his zipper. You wanted to hear . . .Well, what did you want to hear? Because I’ve
heard so many stories that I don’t know which one is the most popular. But I do know which is
the least popular.The truth.Now, the truth is the one you won’t forget.I can still see Justin
huddled among his friends at school. I remember Hannah walking by, and the whole group
stopped talking. They averted their eyes. And when she passed, they started laughing.But why
do I remember this?Because I wanted to talk to Hannah so many times after Kat’s going-away



party, but I was too shy. Too afraid. Watching Justin and his friends that day, I got the sense that
there was more to her than I knew.Then, later, I heard about her getting felt up at the rocket slide.
And she was so new to school that the rumors overshadowed everything else I knew about
her.Hannah was beyond me, I figured. Too experienced to even think about me.So thank you,
Justin. Sincerely. My very first kiss was wonderful. And for the month or so that we lasted, and
everywhere that we went, the kisses were wonderful. You were wonderful.But then you started
bragging.A week went by and I heard nothing. But eventually, as they always will, the rumors
reached me. And everyone knows you can’t disprove a rumor.I know. I know what you’re thinking.
As I was telling the story, I was thinking the same thing myself. A kiss? A rumor based on a kiss
made you do this to yourself?No. A rumor based on a kiss ruined a memory that I hoped would
be special. A rumor based on a kiss started a reputation that other people believed in and
reacted to. And sometimes, a rumor based on a kiss has a snowball effect.A rumor, based on a
kiss, is just the beginning.Turn the tape over for more.I reach for the stereo, ready to press
Stop.And Justin, honey, stick around. You’re not going to believe where your name pops up
next.I hold my finger over the button, listening to the soft hum in the speakers, the faint squeak of
the spindles winding the tape, waiting for her voice to return.But it doesn’t. The story is
over.When I get to Tony’s, his Mustang is parked against the curb in front of his house. The hood
is propped open, and he and his dad are leaning over the engine. Tony holds a small flashlight
while his dad tightens something deep inside with a wrench.“Did it break down,” I ask, “or is this
just for fun?”Tony glances over his shoulder and, when he sees me, drops the flashlight into the
engine. “Damn.”His dad stands up and wipes his oily hands across the front of his greased-up T-
shirt. “Are you kidding? It’s always fun.” He looks at Tony and winks. “It’s even more fun when it’s
something serious.”Scowling, Tony reaches in for the flashlight. “Dad, you remember
Clay.”“Sure,” his dad says. “Of course. Good to see you again.” He doesn’t reach forward to
shake my hand. And with the amount of grease smeared onto his shirt, I’m not offended.But he’s
faking it. He doesn’t remember me.“Oh, hey,” his dad says, “I do remember you. You stayed for
dinner once, right? Big on the ‘please’ and ‘thankyous’.”I smile.“After you left, Tony’s mom was
after us for a week to be more polite.”What can I say? Parents like me.“Yeah, that’s him,” Tony
says. He grabs a shop rag to clean his hands. “So what’s going on, Clay?”I repeat his words in
my head. What’s going on? What’s going on? Oh, well, since you asked, I got a bunch of tapes
in the mail today from a girl who killed herself. Apparently, I had something to do with it. I’m not
sure what that is, so I was wondering if I could borrow your Walkman to find out.“Not much,” I
say.His dad asks if I’d mind getting in the car and starting it for them. “The key’s in the ignition.”I
sling my backpack over to the passenger seat and slide in behind the wheel.“Wait. Wait!” his dad
yells. “Tony, shine it over here.”Tony’s standing beside the car. Watching me. When our eyes
meet, they lock and I can’t pull away. Does he know? Does he know about the tapes?“Tony,” his
dad repeats. “The light.”Tony breaks the stare and leans in with the flashlight. In the space
between the dash and the hood, his gaze slips back and forth from me to the engine.What if he’s
on the tapes? What if his story is right before mine? Is he the one who sent them to me?God, I



am freaking out. Maybe he doesn’t know. Maybe I just look guilty of something and he’s picking
up on that.While I wait for the cue to start the car, I look around. Behind the passenger seat, on
the floor, is the Walkman. It’s just sitting there. The headphones’ cord is wrapped tightly around
the player. But what’s my excuse? Why do I need it?“Tony, here, take the wrench and let me hold
the flashlight,” his dad says. “You’re jiggling it too much.”They swap flashlight for wrench and, at
that moment, I grab for the Walkman. Just like that. Without thinking. The middle pocket of my
backpack is open, so I stuff it in there and zip it shut.“Okay, Clay,” his dad calls. “Turn it.”I turn the
key and the engine starts right up.Through the gap above the dash, I watch his dad’s smile.
Whatever he’s done, he’s satisfied. “A little fine-tuning to make her sing,” he says over the engine.
“You can shut it off now, Clay.”Tony lowers the hood and clicks it shut. “I’ll see you inside,
Dad.”His dad nods, lifts a metal toolbox from the street, bundles up some greasy rags, then
heads for the garage.I pull my backpack over my shoulder and step out of the car.“Thanks,” Tony
says. “If you didn’t show up, we’d probably be out here all night.”I slip my arm through the other
strap and adjust the backpack. “I needed to get out of the house,” I say. “My mom was getting on
my nerves.”Tony looks at the garage. “Tell me about it,” he says. “I need to start my homework
and my dad wants to tinker under the hood some more.”The streetlamp overhead flickers on.“So,
Clay,” he says, “what’d you come out here for?”I feel the weight of the Walkman in my
backpack.“I was just walking by and saw you outside. Thought I’d say hi.”His eyes stare a little
too long, so I look over at his car.“I’m heading to Rosie’s to see what’s up,” he says. “Can I give
you a lift?”“Thanks,” I say, “but I’m only walking a few blocks.”He shoves his hands into his
pockets. “Where you off to?”God, I hope he’s not on the list. But what if he is? What if he already
listened to the tapes and knows exactly what’s going on in my head? What if he knows exactly
where I’m going? Or worse, what if he hasn’t received the tapes yet? What if they get sent to him
further down the line?If that’s the case, he’ll remember this moment. He’ll remember my stalling.
My not wanting to tip him off or warn him.“Nowhere,” I say. I put my hands in my pockets, too. “So,
you know, I guess I’ll see you tomorrow.”He doesn’t say a word. Just watches me turn to leave. At
any moment I expect him to yell, “Hey! Where’s my Walkman?” But he doesn’t. It’s a clean
getaway.I take a right at the first corner and continue walking. I hear the car’s engine start and
the crunch of gravel as the wheels of his Mustang roll forward. Then he steps on the gas,
crosses the street behind me, and keeps going.I slide my backpack off my shoulders and down
to the sidewalk. I pull out the Walkman. I unwrap the cord and slip the yellow plastic headphones
over my head, pushing the tiny speaker nubs into my ears. Inside my backpack are the first four
tapes, which are one or two more than I’ll probably have time to listen to tonight. The rest I left at
home.I unzip the smallest pocket and remove the first tape. Then I slide it into the deck, B-side
out, and shut the plastic door.CASSETTE 1 : SIDE BWelcome back. And thanks for hanging out
for part two.I wiggle the Walkman into my jacket pocket and turn up the volume.If you’re listening
to this, one of two things has just happened. A: You’re Justin, and after hearing your little tale you
want to hear who’s next. Or B: You’re someone else and you’re waiting to see if it’s you.Well . . .A
line of hot sweat rises along my hairline.Alex Standall, it’s your turn.A single bead of sweat slides



down my temple and I wipe it away.I’m sure you have no idea why you’re on here, Alex. You
probably think you did a good thing, right? You voted me Best Ass in the Freshman Class. How
could anyone be angry at that?Listen.I sit on the curb with my shoes in the gutter. Near my heel,
a few blades of grass poke up through the cement. Though the sun has barely started dipping
beneath the rooftops and trees, streetlamps are lit on both sides of the road.First, Alex, if you
think I’m being silly—if you think I’m some stupid little girl who gets her panties in a bunch over
the tiniest things, taking everything way too seriously, no one’s making you listen. Sure, I am
pressuring you with that second set of tapes, but who cares if people around town know what
you think of my ass, right?In the houses on this block, and in my house several blocks away,
families are finishing up their dinners. Or they’re loading dishwashers. Or starting their
homework.For those families, tonight, everything is normal.I can name a whole list of people
who would care. I can name a list of people who would care very much if these tapes got out.So
let’s begin, shall we?Curling forward, I hug my legs and lay my forehead on my knees.I
remember sitting in second period the morning your list came out. Ms. Strumm obviously had an
amazing weekend because she did absolutely no prep work whatsoever.She had us watch one
of her famously dull documentaries. What it was on, I don’t recall. But the narrator did have a
thick British accent. And I remember picking at an old piece of tape stuck on my desk to keep
from falling asleep. To me, the narrator’s voice was nothing more than background noise.Well,
the narrator’s voice . . . and the whispers.When I looked up, the whispers stopped. Any eyes
looking at me turned away. But I saw that paper getting passed around. A single sheet making its
way up and down the aisles. Eventually, it made its way to the desk behind me—to Jimmy Long’s
desk—which groaned as his body weight shifted.Any of you who were in class that morning, tell
me: Jimmy was taking a sneaky-peek over the back of my chair, wasn’t he? That’s all I could
picture as he whispered, “You bet it is.”I grip my knees tighter. Jackass Jimmy.Someone
whispered, “You idiot, Jackass.”I turned around, but I was not in a whispering mood. “You bet
what is?”Jimmy, who’ll drink up the attention any girl gives him, gave a half-smile and glanced
down at the paper on his desk. Again came the “idiot” whisper—this time repeated across the
room as if no one wanted me in on the joke.When I first saw that list, given to me in history class,
there were a few names I didn’t recognize. A few new students I hadn’t met yet or wasn’t sure I
had their names right. But Hannah, I knew her name. And I laughed when I saw it. She was
building quite a reputation in a short amount of time.Only now do I realize, that her reputation
started in Justin Foley’s imagination.I tilted my head so I could read the upside-down title of the
paper: FRESHMAN CLASS—WHO’S HOT / WHO’S NOT.Jimmy’s desk groaned again as he
sat back, and I knew Ms. Strumm was coming, but I had to find my name. I didn’t care why I was
on the list. At the time, I don’t think I even cared which side of the list I was on. There’s just
something about having everyone agree on something—something about you—that opens a
cage of butterflies in your stomach. And as Ms. Strumm walked up the aisle, ready to grab that
list before I found my name, the butterflies went berserk.Where is my name? Where? Got it!Later
that day, passing Hannah in the halls, I took a look back as she walked by. And I had to agree.



She definitely belonged in that category.Ms. Strumm snatched the list away and I turned back to
the front of the room. After a few minutes, gaining the nerve to look, I snuck a peek to the other
side of the room. As expected, Jessica Davis looked pissed.Why? Because right next to my
name, but in the other column, was hers.Her pencil tapped against her notebook at Morse code–
speed and her face was burning red.My only thought? Thank God I don’t know Morse
code.Truth is, Jessica Davis is so much prettier than I am. Write up a list of every body part and
you’ll have a row of checkmarks the whole way down for each time her body beats mine.I
disagree, Hannah. All the way down.Everyone knows Worst Ass in the Freshman Class was a
lie. You can’t even consider it stretching the truth. But I’m sure no one cared why Jessica ended
up on that side of your list, Alex.Well, no one except you . . . and me . . . and Jessica makes
three.And a lot more than that, I’m guessing, are about to find out.Maybe some people think you
were right in choosing me. I don’t think so. But let me put it this way, I don’t think my ass—as you
call it—was the deciding factor. I think the deciding factor . . . was revenge.I tear the blades of
grass out of the gutter and stand up to leave. As I start walking, I rub the blades between my
fingers till they fall away.But this tape is not about your motivation, Alex. Though that is coming
up. This tape is about how people change when they see your name on a stupid list. This tape is
about . . .A pause in her speech. I reach into my jacket and turn the volume up. She’s uncrinkling
a piece of paper. Smoothing it out.CASSETTE 1 : SIDE BWelcome back. And thanks for hanging
out for part two.I wiggle the Walkman into my jacket pocket and turn up the volume.If you’re
listening to this, one of two things has just happened. A: You’re Justin, and after hearing your
little tale you want to hear who’s next. Or B: You’re someone else and you’re waiting to see if it’s
you.Well . . .A line of hot sweat rises along my hairline.Alex Standall, it’s your turn.A single bead
of sweat slides down my temple and I wipe it away.I’m sure you have no idea why you’re on here,
Alex. You probably think you did a good thing, right? You voted me Best Ass in the Freshman
Class. How could anyone be angry at that?Listen.I sit on the curb with my shoes in the gutter.
Near my heel, a few blades of grass poke up through the cement. Though the sun has barely
started dipping beneath the rooftops and trees, streetlamps are lit on both sides of the
road.First, Alex, if you think I’m being silly—if you think I’m some stupid little girl who gets her
panties in a bunch over the tiniest things, taking everything way too seriously, no one’s making
you listen. Sure, I am pressuring you with that second set of tapes, but who cares if people
around town know what you think of my ass, right?In the houses on this block, and in my house
several blocks away, families are finishing up their dinners. Or they’re loading dishwashers. Or
starting their homework.For those families, tonight, everything is normal.I can name a whole list
of people who would care. I can name a list of people who would care very much if these tapes
got out.So let’s begin, shall we?Curling forward, I hug my legs and lay my forehead on my
knees.I remember sitting in second period the morning your list came out. Ms. Strumm obviously
had an amazing weekend because she did absolutely no prep work whatsoever.She had us
watch one of her famously dull documentaries. What it was on, I don’t recall. But the narrator did
have a thick British accent. And I remember picking at an old piece of tape stuck on my desk to



keep from falling asleep. To me, the narrator’s voice was nothing more than background
noise.Well, the narrator’s voice . . . and the whispers.When I looked up, the whispers stopped.
Any eyes looking at me turned away. But I saw that paper getting passed around. A single sheet
making its way up and down the aisles. Eventually, it made its way to the desk behind me—to
Jimmy Long’s desk—which groaned as his body weight shifted.Any of you who were in class
that morning, tell me: Jimmy was taking a sneaky-peek over the back of my chair, wasn’t he?
That’s all I could picture as he whispered, “You bet it is.”I grip my knees tighter. Jackass
Jimmy.Someone whispered, “You idiot, Jackass.”I turned around, but I was not in a whispering
mood. “You bet what is?”Jimmy, who’ll drink up the attention any girl gives him, gave a half-smile
and glanced down at the paper on his desk. Again came the “idiot” whisper—this time repeated
across the room as if no one wanted me in on the joke.When I first saw that list, given to me in
history class, there were a few names I didn’t recognize. A few new students I hadn’t met yet or
wasn’t sure I had their names right. But Hannah, I knew her name. And I laughed when I saw it.
She was building quite a reputation in a short amount of time.Only now do I realize, that her
reputation started in Justin Foley’s imagination.I tilted my head so I could read the upside-down
title of the paper: FRESHMAN CLASS—WHO’S HOT / WHO’S NOT.Jimmy’s desk groaned
again as he sat back, and I knew Ms. Strumm was coming, but I had to find my name. I didn’t
care why I was on the list. At the time, I don’t think I even cared which side of the list I was on.
There’s just something about having everyone agree on something—something about you—that
opens a cage of butterflies in your stomach. And as Ms. Strumm walked up the aisle, ready to
grab that list before I found my name, the butterflies went berserk.Where is my name? Where?
Got it!Later that day, passing Hannah in the halls, I took a look back as she walked by. And I had
to agree. She definitely belonged in that category.Ms. Strumm snatched the list away and I
turned back to the front of the room. After a few minutes, gaining the nerve to look, I snuck a
peek to the other side of the room. As expected, Jessica Davis looked pissed.Why? Because
right next to my name, but in the other column, was hers.Her pencil tapped against her notebook
at Morse code–speed and her face was burning red.My only thought? Thank God I don’t know
Morse code.Truth is, Jessica Davis is so much prettier than I am. Write up a list of every body
part and you’ll have a row of checkmarks the whole way down for each time her body beats
mine.I disagree, Hannah. All the way down.Everyone knows Worst Ass in the Freshman Class
was a lie. You can’t even consider it stretching the truth. But I’m sure no one cared why Jessica
ended up on that side of your list, Alex.Well, no one except you . . . and me . . . and Jessica
makes three.And a lot more than that, I’m guessing, are about to find out.Maybe some people
think you were right in choosing me. I don’t think so. But let me put it this way, I don’t think my ass
—as you call it—was the deciding factor. I think the deciding factor . . . was revenge.I tear the
blades of grass out of the gutter and stand up to leave. As I start walking, I rub the blades
between my fingers till they fall away.But this tape is not about your motivation, Alex. Though that
is coming up. This tape is about how people change when they see your name on a stupid list.
This tape is about . . .A pause in her speech. I reach into my jacket and turn the volume up. She’s



uncrinkling a piece of paper. Smoothing it out.
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liv, “Now… this may seem like just another documentary or sci-fi book about someone’s
suicide .... As of 2017, suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the United States. Every
year, almost 45,000 people commit suicide, and annually, suicide costs the US about $51 billion.
But, aside from all the statistics, aside from the money aspect, those 45,000 victims, are people,
with families, friends and lives, and that’s what people seem to forget.Attempting to understand
how devastating a suicide can be, without actually experiencing one, can be hard, but, readers
are in luck because, there is a new book and movie series (on Netflix) called Thirteen Reasons
Why, a true story of Hannah Baker a young girl who killed herself in the early 90’s. Now… this
may seem like just another documentary or sci-fi book about someone’s suicide story, but it
goes far deeper than that. Within the true story of Hannah Baker, comes a mystery, and an
ending of despair and jail time. The book is a cross between what life is like for friends and family
of Hannah, after her death, and in a stranger series of events, somehow, Hannah left a collection
of tapes filmed by herself, expressing why she killed herself and whose fault it is. But, the story
gets even more twisted, within all the tapes Hannah created, are secrets, dark tragic secrets that
happened to her a month before she killed herself. These secrets incriminate her own friends,
family, and even, the love of her life, Clay Jensen. “You don’t know what goes on in anyone’s life
but your own. And when you mess with one part of a person’s life, you’re not messing with just
that part. Unfortunately, you can’t be that precise and selective. When you mess with one part of
a person’s life, you’re messing with their entire life. Everything. . . affects everything.” ― Jay
Asher, Thirteen Reasons Why (GoodReads) .My personal opinion on the book and movie
Thirteen Reasons Why (because I’ve read & seen both) is that I think the main idea of the story
is very powerful. Suicide is not something people can choose to ignore until someone close to
them does it, suicide needs to be something everyone thinks about & is cautious about.
Becoming a victim, or a grieving friend or family member can happen to anybody in such a short
amount of time, and everybody needs to know it isn’t a joke! People really do kill themselves
everyday, and people really do go to jail for intentionally or unintentionally causing someone to
kill themselves. I believe my opinion of this book compared to other critics is very similar in the
fact that almost everyone who has read this book, or heard Hannah Baker’s story, agrees that
this needs to be published for everyone to see so that maybe the world can start to grasp the
fact that suicide is not a joke. How many more victims does 2017, 18, or so on, need to take for
the world to realize bullying, suicide, depression, etc is no joke! It deserves recognition, and
suicide should be a real prosecutable crime. I know this to be true because, Common Sense
Media says the same, “There are positive messages here about the importance of treating
people with kindness -- and about the price of inaction -- that parents and teachers may want to
help teen readers think and talk about” (CommonSenseMedia) . In addition, I feel the writer’s
style in this book, is very metaphorical. I feel it has to be written this way because Hannah is
already gone… so it can not be in present time or even a biography of her life. The author also



incorporated the use of, foreshadowing, by including many recurring elements in Hannah’s story,
illusions, imagery, and parallelism by showing the parallels Clay, Hannah’s boyfriend finds
between him and Hannah.I would recommend this book to anyone in highschool, whether girl or
boy, and I’d recommend this book to any parent who has a teenager that is struggling with
depression, or not fitting in, or feeling like an outcast. This book contains a lot of good coping
mechanisms, and teaches its readers how to look for the red warning signs of someone who is
suicidal. Hopefully, with this book and the new series on Netflix becoming more and more
popular, more people will realize that suicide is serious and it could just take five seconds out of
your day, saying hi to someone, to save someone and make them smile & feel accepted. This
book I feel, was intended to appeal to high schoolers, which I feel it achieved because even
personally, right after the book & movie released, I saw it all over my Twitter timeline. Thirteen
Reasons Why was all my highschool friends could talk about, so I decided to give it a try. This
book appeals to high school students because it deals with Hannah Baker, a young American
girl in highschool, dealing with drama, depression, bullying, and every other unfortunately,
normal aspect of high school. This helps appeal to teenagers all over the US because it reminds
them that they are not alone, although what happened to Hannah was very tragic, her story is
incredibly inspiring because it gives hope to many other teens going through the same thing that
they aren’t alone in this battle. Although Hannah lost to her depression, it is an important lesson
to others that they too, don’t have to take their lives because of depression and bullying. The
reasons for conflict to rise in this book is because, her family, friends & boyfriend are dealing with
the pain of losing Hannah, when suddenly, these tapes, with Hannah Baker talking on them,
start circulating around…but only to selective people who were one of the reasons Hannah
killed herself. So, with that being said, whoever got the tapes, knew they were one of the causes
to Hannah’s death. It caused anxiety, fear of going to jail, and sadness through the characters,
book and projects those feelings to the reader as well. To me, one of the most important quotes
in this book is, “I wrote a note to Mrs. Bradley that read: "Suicide. It's something I've been
thinking about. Not too seriously, but I have been thinking about it" (9.201) . I feel this quote is
very important because it shows that Hannah tried to reach out to her teacher by writing her a
note, but her teacher unfortunately didn’t take the note seriously enough because a week later
Hannah was gone. This is an important yet tragic lesson in this book that suicide is something
you need to act fast on, if someone is giving a cry out for help, please don’t ignore that cry for
help, help them, listen to them, hug them, maybe if her teacher had done that she wouldn’t be
gone today. But, like many others, Hannah is now an important story in our history, of how hard it
can be to be a teenager. I urge anyone and everyone to read this book and hear Hannah’s story
because then maybe we can reduce those 45,000 victims that 2018 will claim, to zero.”

John W. Aldrich, “13 Reasons Why: An Explosive, Novel Twist on the Tired Topic of Teen Suicide
—Not a Book for Everyone. I first encountered California author Jay Asher’s book in the college
classroom; we were assigned the novel as mandatory reading as part of the Contemporary



Young Adult Fiction curriculum I signed up for. Out of all the books I read that semester, from the
utterly forgettable Weetzie Bat (what?) by Francesca Lia Block to the strange gay romance Boy
Meets Boy by David Leviathan (my only foray into the emerging field of homosexual literature),
13 Reasons Why struck me the deepest, as an emotional rollercoaster of a story. Memorable,
haunting, and a serious antidote to the above mentioned silly titles, this book takes its subject
matter—the terrible phenomena of teenage suicide—and spins a whirlwind tale on steroids that
rivals the best work of other popular YA writers working today.And how the plot unfolds (a
coming of age/mystery/problem novel) and the props used (archaic cassette tapes, of all things)
creates a unique, spellbinding teen thriller that will make you sit on edge. As an aside, Netflix is
currently adapting the novel as a twisting, turning TV series much like Under the Dome and
11/22/63 were, Stephen King’s recent epic prose dramas. (I’m neither recommending these two
stories nor condemning them; that’s your choice).The story may not be epic in length at only 300
pages, but I nevertheless believe in the possibility of treatment as a big studio film or miniseries
material. Fantastic—if it’s done right. And if it’s done with style and taste. 13RW concerns
everyday teen, Clay Jenson, forwarding a package at the post office as the story opens. No
return address. It contains 12 cassette tapes (what people listened to back in the 1970s and 80s
before the advent of compact disks) or what is loathingly referred to as “Baker’s Dozen”—
student Hannah Baker’s last will and testament, so to speak, or her final words to everyone who
played a role (the 13 reasons why) in her decision to take her own life. Clay discovers his part as
he traverses the town in a cruel treasure hunt, learning all the while what a tangled web this
seemingly innocent girl has woven. Everyone’s a suspect. And the small town values of
Crestmont are only a shallow veneer for all the ugliness and hate lurking within.Now, I’ve read
books and wrote papers on other books similar to this one—most notably Needful Things by
Stephen King. So the story attracted me in the sense of This American Town’s Got a Lot of Huge
Damaging Secrets very much like the King thrillers mentioned before and above. The twist on
this one is that teenagers are involved. A whole new set of variables.So it’s explosive, attractive,
and a super cool premise … but is 13RW good literature? Well that’s a matter of opinion and
taste. While the book is very much toned down from the violent and disturbing content of King’s
books—Asher’s novel does feature a rather blatant rape scene (similar to the one at the end of
Anderson’s teen novel Speak) and suicide as its main overarching theme. The novel does NOT
feature many coarse four-letter words, or any gore at all. Good bonus points for kids—like I was—
who don’t want or couldn’t handle them, though I endured gratuitous content for years for the
sake of great story concepts, in print and in film. I probably shouldn’t have.So the book does not
go too far in those regards, though I’m sure some readers will agree that the subject matter is
dense for young people and more adult-oriented, albeit gently woven I to the fabric of the story.Is
the book well-written? (I.e. written in the manner of somebody like Robert R. McCammon, Dean
Koontz, Matthew Stover, Richard Paul Evans, or a host of other authors who can write a good
lyrical sentence in iconoclastic style, and leave us wanting more. Well … I have a few
thoughts.One of my friends who works as a therapist balked when I told her I liked Jay Asher’s



13RW. We talked about the book which we’d both just finished reading, ironically almost at the
same time. This was probably six months ago when I ran into her out on the town. She very
plainly said that she “couldn’t stand” the subject of teen suicide being marketed to teens for
enjoyment—especially since she had a teenage son at home who still loves to read and reads
widely. She said she would not let him sample the book for that reason and one other: the
awkward rape scene near the end. Granted, I told her, the episode is brief, and no clinical or
explicit language is present. “Still,” she said, “It’s a tough scene and a tough read.”A final
stipulation against liking the novel, she said, is the reading level. “Let’s face it, an elementary
schooler could read this.” So I said it had mass audience appeal. No, no, she retorted, “Look.”
The sentences are clumsily written, many are short declarative bursts, and there’s almost a sing
song cadence about some of the passages. I flipped through the book and realized she had a
point. The language is oversimplified, though it contains no grammatical errors that I can catch.
The “plain style” front and center.In other words, the whole phenomenon of 13RW is nowhere
near perfect, or even superbly done. It has flaws, maybe numerous ones which even I have not
touched on. Like cassette tapes dating the novel to the 1990s, or further back to the 70s. Why
not CDs? Why not a playlist?For the record, Jay Asher was inspired by the show My So-called
Life, and the soundtrack, which he listened to while writing.BUT, nevertheless, I loved the IDEA
of it all—the small town, the treasure trove, the labyrinthine mystery and hunt for answers—and
am continually mesmerized how this little concept caught on. Perhaps as with bestsellers these
days, the premise is bigger than the execution. 13 Reasons Why is not for everyone. Dark and
eerie in parts … clever, lush, and suspenseful in others, good or bad, the book was a #1 New
York Times Bestseller, and translated in over 30 languages, catapulting an unknown author into
the limelight.Would if we unsung struggling writers could be so lucky.”

Ashutosh Kumars, “What a Book!. No doubt Netflix launched a TV series based on this
awesome book. A fast paced, well written book that can hook you for hours.So here's the story in
short. Hannah Baker commited suicide but before doing so she left seven tapes which contains
her history or I'll say it contains 13 Reasons Why she killed herself.This book is so close to the
reality I hardly realized it is a fiction. But truly how we treat others definitely affect their lives. It'll
also give some lesson to the reader.If you are watching the series but didn't read the book I'd
suggest you should read it. Not every day someone write something like this.And about the book
quality, it'll worth your money.”

H, ““No one knows for certain how much impact they have on the lives of other people.”. At the
midway point I was in two minds about the book because the narration from Hannah is very
angry and to me that doesn’t fit with someone who is suicidal however it really works as a plot
device. Without her anger she wouldn’t have made the tapes to point out how people’s actions
added to her situation and so we wouldn’t have the story that we do. At this point I was really
interested in how the book was exploring the ways in which seemingly innocuous , teenage



jokes and taunts and rumours can snowball into making someones life a misery.Here is a quote
that I highlighted that really summed up the book for me:“No one knows for certain how much
impact they have on the lives of other people.”At the end I debated whether this was a 3 or 4 star
book for me. The reason that I was thinking 3 star is that the ending feels too soon. I wondered at
the end whether it was being set up for a sequel as we don’t explore the reactions of the other
students which means that they are almost cast as binary characters - by which I mean we have
either good or evil, only Clay and Hannah are painted with the shade of grey but all the other
characters are pretty much considered evil and that detracts from the nuance of teenage
life.What brought it back up to a 4 star is that what happened to Hannah is described multiple
times in the book as a snowball effect. No one thing that happened to her led to her taking her
life and so whilst there were some more serious things that happened, most of them were not
horrendous on their own but all added together to create a situation in which she felt she had
lost all control. The second reason is that as Clay is following the story on Hannah’s tapes he is
supported by various characters who recognise that something isn’t right and that he is upset by
something. His mum is supportive and concerned, the man in the diner offers him a milkshake
on the house because something is clearly wrong and a school friend sits with him whilst he
cries and talks about his feelings - all things that may have helped Hannah if she had received
the same kindness. I’ve not seen that mentioned in other reviews but it really stood out to
me.Something I have seen in other reviews is that the depiction of mental health is harmful and
that it draws the victim as vindictive but as I mention before I don’t think we would have as good
a book without Hannah’s anger. If she read in a more authentic voice then the whole scenario
wouldn’t have happened and we wouldn’t have this exploration of how little acts can have a big
impact on someones life. This is also aimed at teenagers so it needs to read in a more engaging
way which I don’t think it would do in a sadder voice. The lesson from this story is important and
the more people that read it the better really.”

sheryl, “Everything affects everything. I cannot fault this book. I read the book within 24hrs - it
only took that long because I was forced to put it down!That a museum audio tour led to this
format can be recognised as you read, it feels familiar and nostalgic. The format also dictates the
pace of the book. It feels unstoppable when needed and it builds suspense when it was right too.
It felt as though we were experiencing the tapes along with Clay in real time. The format also
feels respectful of the subject matter. It's private, internal, special and just that little bit out of
touch.Hannah's words are realistically teenage but they're also insightful and mature. Clay's
innocence and kindness sit perfectly next to his discomfort, embarrassment and inability to
verbalise his experience. It's authentic in that respect.Each reason to Hannah were linked by the
snowball effect. It took her some time to put it together, to see the links and patterns but once
she had they just kept on coming, burying her, freezing her. To those around her they were single
incidents, meaningless occurrences that are part of life and growing up. They were secrets that
no one knew she was a part of and they were events that those involved viewed very differently



because they just didn't know each other well enough to see the other person's pain. There are a
devastating number of close calls, near misses and wasted opportunities as there so often are in
suicides. It's heartbreaking to hear Hannah's truth but it's necessary and powerful.I cannot wait
to start the Netflix series. It won't be as good as the book, obviously but I can't let go of Hannah
just yet. I need a second chance.”

The book by Jay Asher has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 14,435 people have provided feedback.
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